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ABSTRACT. The enhanced baekscattering of light from a random surfaee is rnanifested by a well-
defined peak in the rctroref1ection direction in lhe angular distribution oC lhe intensity oC the
incoherent component of the light scattered frorn stlch a surface. In tItis article wc present a survey
of recent theoretical and experimental results concerning the enhanced backscattering of light
from onc- and two-dimcnsional random slIrfaces on rnetallic, diclcctric, and pcrfectly conducting
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subslralcs, which bear 00 the conditions under which this phenomenon occurs and 00 the way
it dcpends on the nature of the random roughness. We consider not only the case in which the
random suefaee bounds a scmi-infinite scattering medium but also the case in which it bounds a
film, either free-standing oc on a refleeting substralc. It is shown that several effeds occur in the
laller structures that are absenl [rom their semi-infinite counterparls.

RESUMEN. La retrodispersión reforzada de luz por una superficie aleatoria se manifiesta en la
distribución angular de inlensidades de la componente incoherente de la luz dispersada por la
superficie, en forma de un pico bien definido en la dirección de relrorreflexión. En este trabajo
presentamos una revisión de resultados recientes tanto teóricos como experimentales referentes a
la retrodispersión reforzada de luz por superficies aleatorias uni- y bidimensionales sobre sustratos
metálicos, dieléctricos y perfectamente conductores, prestando atención a las condiciones bajo las
cuales ocurre el fenómeno y a la forma en que depende de la naturaleza de la irregularidad de la
superficie. Consideramos tanto el caso en que la superficie delimita un medio dispersivo semiinfinito,
como el caso en que delimita una película, ya sea libre o sobre un sustrato reflector. Se muestra
que en estas últimas estructuras ocurren varios efectos que estaban ausentes de su contraparte
semiinfinita.

PAes: 73.90.+f

1. INTRODUCTION

One of the interesting new effeets associated with the seattering of light from a random
surface is that of enhanced backscattering. This effect is the presence of a welI-delined
peak in the retroreflection direetion in the angular dependence of the contribution to the
mean differential coeflicient from the incoherent component of the seattered light. Sinee
its theoretieal prediction [IJ it has been studied intensively both theoreticalIy [2-24) and
experimentalIy [25-30J. On the basis of these studies it is now believed that the enhanced
backscattering oflight from a moderately rough, refleeting random surfaee is due primarily
to tbe coherent interference of each multiply-reflected optical path with its time-reversed
partner, with the dominant contribution coming from the doubly-reflected paths. If the
scattering surface supports surface electromagnetic waves, enhanced backscattering is
observed from even weakly corrugated surfaces [1.3J. In this case it is due primarily to the
coherent interference of each multiply-scattered surface c1ectromagnetic wave path with
its time-reversed partner. Again, the dominant contribution to this effect appears to come
from the doubly-seattered wave paths.
Enhanced backscattering is an example of a broader class of multiple-scattering phe-

nomena that go under the name of weak localiza/ion. This name originated in earlier
theoretical studies of the conduction of electrons in disordered materials, in which it
was found that this transport process is affected by coherent effects in the eleetronic
wave function, not taken into account in the standard lloltzmann transport equ~tion for
this proeess, when the mean free path between consecutive colJisions of an eleetron with
the impurities becomes shorter tban their wavelength. These eoherent effects produce an
enhanced probability for an electron to return to its origin, i.e., an enhaneed backscat-
tering of the c1ectron [31,32). The enhanced probability of return to the origin reduces
tbe diffusion constant of the electron, and consequently the eleetrieal conductivity of the
disordered material. The enhanced backscattering of the electron, and the decreasc in
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its diffusion constant that it causes, are caBed weak localization (33). When the con-
centration of impurities becomes very dense, and the scattering from each impurity is
very strong, electrical conduction wiB vanish at absolute zero temperature. The vanishing
of electrical conduction under these conditions is caBed strong localization or Anderson
localization [34).
Although it had its origins in studies of the propagation of an electron in a random

medium, weak localization is now recognized to be a general property of all waves propa-
gating in such a medium, including c1assical waves such as eleelromagnetic waves, e1astic
waves, and acoustic waves [35J. The enhanced backscatlering of light in volume scattering
has been observed when the random system is an a<¡ueous snspension of polystyrene
microspheres [36-38). It was first interpreted as due to the coherent interference between
time-reversed light paths by Tsang and Ishimaru [391, and its conneelion with weak
localization was /irst pointed out by van Albada and Lagendijk [37}. Conse<¡uently, it
is natural to associate the enhanced backscatlering of light from a moderately rough,
reflecting surface with the weak localization of light, and the enhanced backscattering of
light from weakly corrngated surfaces that suppart surface electromagnetic waves with the
weak localization of those surface e1ectromagnetic waves. There is, however, an importaRt
difference between the enhanced backscattering af light from volume systems, such as
polystyrene microspheres in water, and the enhanced backscattering of light in reflection
[rom a random surfacc: whcrcas the former can rcquire scvcral hundred, or cven a fcw
thousands of, collisions of the light with the randomly distributed scattering centers to
form a well.de/ined enhanced backscattering peak [40], the latter re<¡uires only very few
reflections of the light from the random surface, to accomplish the same result. Two
reflections are necessary, and nearly suflicient.
In this article we review sorne recent results and present sorne new results concerning

the enhanced backscattering of light from weakly and strongly corrugated, one- and two-
dimensional, random surfaces on metallic, dielectric, ami perfectly condueling substrates.
These explore both the conditions under which this phenomenon occurs and the way in
which it depends on the nature of the random surface.
The surfaces we study are all planar in the absence of the random roughness, and we

assume that the plane perturbed by the roughness is the plane X3 = O. \Ve first consider
the scattering of light from one-dimensional random surfaces, i.e., from surfaces defined by
the e<¡uation X3 = «(XI), where the surface profile funelion «(xtl is a function of only one
of the two coordinates in the plane X3 = O. \Ve begin by examining the manner in which
enhanced backscattering depends on the nature of the surface profile function «(xtl. \Ve
first consider one-dimensional, random surfaces characterized by a siugle transverse length
scale and defined by four difrerent surface height correlation functions viz. a Lorentzian,
a Gaussian, a (sin c)2, and a sin e fl!nct.ion of (xl/a) whcre a defines the transvcrse
correlation length scale of the surface roughness. The surface structure factors (power
spectra) corresponding to these height correlation funelions decay to zero progressively
more rapidly in wave number space. Enhanced backscatlering and subsidiary maxima are
observed in the angular dependence of the intensity of the light scattered from each of
thcsc surfaces, and [catufes of the mean diffefcntiai rcflcction cocfficicnt are corrcIated
with the mean distance hetween consecutive peaks and valleys on each of these surfaces,
(ti), and the standard deviation of this <¡uantity. It is also shown that the angular width of
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the enhaneed baekseattering peak is inversely proportional to the mean distanee between
conseeutive peaks and valleys on the surfaee in the case of the Gaussian height eorrelation
funetion. The grad ual disappearanee of the su bsidiary maxima as the ratio Al (d) inereases,
where A is the wavelength of the incident light, is demonstrated and diseussed.

In contrast with the preeeding investigations, whieh are based on surfaee profile fune-
tions eharaeterized by a single transverse length seale, we have also investigated by numer-
ieal simulations, the seattering of both p- and s-polarized ¡ight from a one-dimensional,
randomly rongh, metallie surfaee whose surfaee structure factor is a truneated Lorentzian.
The resulting surfaee can be termed a band limited fractal. The angular width of the
enhaneed baekseattering peak is found to inerease with an ÍIlcrease in lhe eutofT wave
number in the surfaee structure factor, at the same time that the mean distanee (d)
between eonseeutive maxima on the surfaee deereases. In faet, the angular width is found
to depend inversely on (d), and becomes large enough for the peak to be indistinguishable
from the background when (d) is sufficiently smal!.

The results of lhese two investigations are important for demonstrating thal enhaneed
baekseattering is due to interferenee (and henee eannot be a single-seattering efTeel) and
thus indecd is a weak loealization efTeet.

A eommonly made assumption about the surfaee profile ((XI) is lhal it is a Gaussianly
distributed random variable. \Ve demonslrate lhat this is not a neeessary condition for the
oeeurrenee of enhaneed baekseattering by showing theoretieally lhat light seattered from
a random surfaee defined by a surfaee profile funetion that is nol a Gaussianly distributed
random variable also displays enhaneed baekseattering.

\Ve next explore the consequenees of relaxing the assumption that the surfaee profile
funetion is a stationary stoehastie proeess. \Ve do this by studying lhe seattering of
p.polarized Iight from random metallie gratings eharaeterized by surfaee profile funetions
((XI) that are even and odd funetions of XI. They are therefore nol slalionary stoehastie
proeesses. For bolh types of profiles enhaneed baekseatteriug is found. In the case of
seattering from surfaees eharaeterized by even profile funelions an enhaneed seattering
in the speeular direction is also observed in the angular dislribulion of the intensity of
the incoherenl eomponent of the seattered lighl. The latter oeeurs even in lhe KirehhofT
approximation, and henee is not primarily due to multip!e seattering.

Sinee the enhaneed baekseattering of light from weakly corrugated random surfaees that
support surfaee polaritons is believed to be due primarily to lhe coherent interferenee of
eaeh surfaee polariton double-seattering sequenee lhat contribules to baekseatlering with
its lime-reserved parlner, any meehanism that breaks lhe time re,'ersal symmetry of the
seattering system should degrade the enhaneed baekseattering from il. A stalie magnetie
field applied parallel to lhe grooves of a random graling on the surfaee on an n-type
semiconductor does so, with lhe result thal lhe dispersion curve of surfaee polaritons
supported by sueh surfares becomes nonreciproeal. \Ve presenl lhe resulls of numerieal
simulation sludies of enhaneed baekseattering from melal and semieondueling surfaees
which sltow that the position of the backscattcring peak IIlO\'cs toward largcr scattcring
angles with inereasing magnetie field strength, and the peak ilself also broadens and
eventually disappears.

In addilion, if a way can be found to eliminate surfaee polarilons wilh fre'lueneies
within a eerlain range from a random surfare, then Iight whose fre'lueney falls within
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this range should not produce an enhanced backscattering peak when it is scattered
from that surface. A periodic grating ruled on a metal surface opens up a gap in the
dispersion curve of the surface polaritons supported by that surface. \Vheu the periodically
corrugaled surface is further roughened randomly, we show by compuler simulations that
the enhanced backscaltering of light whose frequency lies within lhat gap is strongly
suppressed by the absence of surface polaritons in this frequency range.

In earlier work [11] it was shown that enhanced backscattering is not observed in the
scattering of p-polarized light from a random grating of large rms slope on the surface of
a semi-infinite, nearly lransparent, dielectric medium. \Ve present theoretical and exper-
imental resnlts which dernonstrate that if the diclectric malerial is deposited as a film on
tbe planar surface of a higbly refleeling substrate, e.y., a perfecl conduelor or a metal,
a well-defined enhanced backscattering peak is observed in this polarization. In fael, it
is not necessary to deposit tbe dieleelric film on a reflecting substrate in order to induce
enbanced backscattering from a randomly rough dielectric surface. Enhanced backscat-
tering is observed in the scaltering of p-polarized light from a frce-standing dieleelric film
whose illuminated surface is randomly rough and whose back surface is planar. In both
cases, the enhanced backscattering is due to the coherent inlerference of a light patb that
passes tbrough the rough surface twice due to its reflection from the back surface of the
film, and its time-reserved partner.

Finally, we present theoretical results for the enhanced backscattering that occurs in
the in-plane cross-poJarized scaltering of p- and s-polarized light incident normally on
weakly corrugated, two dimensional, random metallic and strongly refleeling surfaces.
These are surfaces whose surface profile funelion ((x" X2) is a function of botb of the
coordinates in the plane band X3 = O. The calculations are carried out by constructing a
randomly rough surface in the square region - t L, < XI, X2 < t L, replicating it periodi-
cally, and using the tbeory of light scattering from bigratings [41-43] based on tbe method
of reduced Rayleigh equations [44J to solve for lhe scattered fields. lt is shown that the
planar inlerface between vacuum ,,-nd the metal or strongly reflecling dicleelric supports
surface clectromagnetic waves, whose weak localization by the random roughness gives
rise to tbe enbanced backscaltering.

2. ONE-DIMENSIONAL RANDOM SURFACES ON SEMI-INFINITE MEDIA

In lhis section we describe two investigalions of enhanced backscattering from one-dimen-
sional random surfaces on semi-infinite media that explore in lurn lhe mechanisms under-
Iying Ibis effect for moderalely rough, refleeling surfaces and for weakly rough surfaces
that support surface eleelromagnelic waves.

Until recently the theoretical study of the scattering of light frolll one-dimensional
random surfaces might bave appeared lo be a largely academic endeavor. On tbe one
hand the early inlerest in the scatlering of eleclromaguetic waves from randolll surfaces
was prompted lo a large extent by such praclical problems as lhe propagation of radar
ovcr an ocean surface, or the propagation of radio waves ovcr tite earth's tcrrain, in which
cases the rough surfaces of interest were manifestly two-dimensional. On the other hand,
the technology for producing one-dimensional random surfaces wilh rool-lllean-square
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heights and transverse correlation lengths of the order of the wavelength of the incident
light did not existo Consequently, the scattering of light from one-dimensional raudom
surfaces was studied theoretically largely because such surfaces are easier to work with
than the more realistic two-dimensional surfaces, since scattering of incident light of p- or
s-polarization from such surfaces occurs without change of polarization when the plane
of inciden ce, and hence the plane oC. scattering, is normal to the generators of the surface.
Nevertheless, the results of such studies could provide insights into the more dimcult
problem of the scattering of light from two-dimensional random surfaces.
With the development of methods for producing one-dimensional random surfaces

with specified surface height correlation functions and specified.surface height probability
distribution functions [28,45,46], the situation has changed. lt is now possible to study
experimentally the scattering of light from one-dimensional random surfaces on metal and
nearly transparent substrates [28,29,30,47,48], and the results of such studies provide a
testing ground for theories of such scattering.
Thus, in this section the physical system we consider consists of vacuum in the re-

gion X3 > (x¡) and a dielectric medium in the region X3 < (x¡). The surface profile
function (x¡) is assumed to be a single-valued, continuous, differentiable function of XI,
and to constilule a stationary, Gaussian, stochaslic process. The words "slalionary" and
"Gaussian" have bcen italicized here, because bolh of lhese a.'5umptions will be relaxed
in sorne of the work described in whal follows. This process is defined by lhe properlies
«((x¡)} = O and «(x¡)((x;)} = 62W(IXt - x;l), where lhe angle brackels denole an
average over the ensemble of realizalions of lhe surface profile, while 6 = «((x¡)))l/2
is lhe root.mean-square deparlure of the surface from f1alness. (A more general form
for (x¡) wiU be assumed in Secl. 2.2.2 below.) The surface heighl correlation function
W(Jxtl) will be specified below for each of lhe surfaces sludied. The surface slructure
factor, or the power speclrum of lhe surface roughness, g(IQI) is defined as lhe Fourier
lransform of W(lxll),

(2.1)

We will study lhe scattering of p- and s-polarized beams of lighl of finile width, incidenl
from the vacuum side onlo a random surface of lhis type of lenglh L. The plane of
incidence is lhe xlx3-plane. By choosing the widlh of lhe incidenl beam suilably, we
make lhe amplitude of lhe beam al lhe ends of lhe rough segmenl of the scattering
surfaces sensibly zero. Consequently il is nol necessary to replicate lhe rough porlion of
the surface periodicaUy [6,49].
In lhe case of lhe scaltering of a p-polarized beam of light we will work with the single,

nonzero componenl of lhe magnelic vector of lhe electromagnelic field, l/2(Xt,X - 3Iw).
A time dependence of exp( -iwt) is assumed. The incidenl beam lhen has lhe form

Il?(xI, x3lw)inc = exp { i~(xt sin 90 - X3 cos 90)[1 + w(Xt, x3)]}

X exp[-(xt cos 90 + X3 sin 90)2 /w2], (2.2)
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where W(X¡,X3) = [C2j(W2W2)]{[2(x, cosOO+ x3sinOoj2jw2)- ¡j. lIere 00 is the angle of
incidence measured from the normal to the mean surface X3 = O, and w is the half-width
of the beam. The half.width of the intercept of the beam with the plane X3 = O is
9 = wj cosO. \Ve will use values of J,fg of the order of 4-5 in the calculations described
in this paper.
By the use of Creen's second integral theorem [50] it can be shown that the contri bu-

tion to the mean dilferential reflection coefficient from the incoherent component of the
scattered Iight is given exactly by [I2]

1r1°,1 :,; 2' (2.3)

where 0, is the angle of scattering, measured from the normal to the surface X3 = O. The
lirst term on tbe right hand side of F:q. (2.3) by itself gives the total mean dilferential
reflection coefficient. The second term is tbe contribution to the mean differential reflection
coefficient from the coherent component of the scattered light. Since in the study of
enbanced backscaltering it is the contribution to the mean dilferential reflection coefficient
from tbe incoherent component of the scaltered light that is of interest, we work the
dilference displayed in F:q. (2.3).
Tbe scattering amplitude Tp(O,) in F:q. (2.3) is

x {¡'~[(,(xd sin 0, - cos O,Jll(x!lw) - L(x¡Jw) } (2.4)

where tbe so urce functions JJ(x!lw) and L(x!lw) are the boundary values of the total
magnetic lield in the vacuum and of its normal derivative,

JJ(x¡Jw) = JJ;(x¡,x2Iw)lx3;«(x'¡'

L(x!lw) = (-(/(Xd D~! + D~3) 1l?(X},x3iW)i
X3:::;«(XI)

These functions satisfy the paÍr of coupled integral equations

(2.5a)

(2.5b)

JJ(x¡Jw) = JJ(x!lw);nc +1:dx;[JJo(x¡Jx;)JJ(x;lw) + Lo(x¡Jx;)L(x;lw)), (2.6a)

0= 1:dx;[ll,(x¡Jx;)lI(x;lw) - «w)L,(x!lx;)L(x;[w)), (2.6b)
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where Il(x¡Jw)ine = Ili(x¡,((x¡)lw);ne, e(w) is lhe complex dieleclric constanl of lhe
scallering medinm, and

X [(Xl - x;)((x;) - (((x¡) - ((X;) + e)],

L,(Xllx;) = lim (~) II¿I) (ne:::[(x1 - x;)2 + (((x¡) - ((X;) + e)2J'/2).
'-0+ 4 c

(2. 7a)

(2.7b)

In lhese expressions ne = (e(w))I/2 is lhe complex index of refraclion of lhe scaltering
medium, and we require lhal Rene> O, 1m ne > O; Il¿o'(z) aud IIlt)(z) are llankel
functions. The kernel s lIo(x¡Jx;) and Lo(x¡Jx;) in Eqs. (2.6) are obtained by selting
ne = 1 in Eqs. (2.7a) and (2.7b), respeclively.
In the case of lhe scaltering of an s-polarized beam of lighl we work wilh lhe single

nonzero component of lhe eleclromagnelic field inlhe system, E2(xI,X3Iw). The incidenl
field is now given by

lO?(Xl, x31w );ne = exp {i~(XI sin 0o - X3 cos 00)[1 + W(Xl, X3)] }

X exp[ -(XI cas 00 + X3 sin 0o? jw2) (2.8)

The conlribulion to lhe mean differential refleclion coefficienl from the incoherent com-
ponent of the scaltered lighl is given by [12J

( {)R,) c c (Ir,(O,W) - l(r,(O,)W
{JO, . h - 2(21f)3/2 ww [1 - c2( 1+ 2lan2 00)j(2w2w2)];

Inco

where lhe scaltering amplilude r,(O,) is

1f
lo 1<-s - 2' (2.9)

r,(O,) =1:dXI exp (i~[XI sin 0, + ((Xl) casO,])

X {i~[('(x¡) sin 0, - cosO,]E(x¡Jw) - F(x¡Jw)} . (2.10)

The source functions E(x¡Jw) and F(xtlw) entering this expression are lhe boundary
values of lhe tolal electric field in lhe vacuum and of ils normal derivative,

E(x¡Jw) = Ei(X¡,X3iw)lx3=«(x,)'

F(x¡Jw) = (-('(X¡){)~ + D~ ) Ei(x"X3IW)i
1 3 X3=«(X,)

(2.11a)

(2.11b)
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They satisfy the following pair of eoupled integral e'luations:

E(xdw) = E(xdw);nc + 1: dx;[llo(xdx;)E(x;lw) - Lo(xdx;)F(xllw)J, (2.12a)

0= 1:[Il,(XtiX;)E(x;lw) - L,(Xllx;)F(x;lw)], (2.12b)

where E(x¡lw);nc = Ej'(x¡,((x¡)lw);nc'
In solving the pairs of coupled integral e'luations (2.6) and (2.12) the infinite range of

integration in eaeh e'luation was replaeed by the finite range (-L/2, L/2), and the latter
wa" divided into N e,!uaI illtervals. The values of ((XI) and its dcrivatives were ealculated
at the midpoints of these inlervals by the melhod deseribed in Appendix A of HeL [12].
The inlegral e'luations were lhen solved hy the method of moments [.51].
The seattering amplitllde 1'(0,), eithcr rp(O,) or 1',(0,), was then ealculated for eaeh of

Np different surfaee profiles. The results \Vere summed over the Np realizations of ((XI) and
the sum \Vas divided by Np to yield the fllnetion (1'(0,)). Similarly, the s,!uared modulus
of 1'(0,) \Vas ealculated for eaeh of the Np realizatiolls of ((x -1), the results were sllmmed
and the total divided by Np to yield the fllnetion (Ir(O,W). From these two fllnetions the
contriblltion to the mean differential refleetion coeffieient from the ineoherent component
of the seattered light was ealclllated from E'ls. (2.:l) and (2.9).

In this seetion we apply this approaeh to several investigatiolls of the en haneed baekscat-
tering of light from one-dimensional random surfares that explore in turn sorne of the
collditions under which this phenomenon occurs for moderatcly rough, reflecting surfaces,
and for weakly rough surfaces that support surface electromagnetic waves.

2./ ,[,hc dCl'cndcncc of cn/"Hlcct! backscatlcriTlg on lhc naluf-c of lhc "u'facc hcighl
corre/alion fUTlelion

Jt is generally accepted loday that the ellhanced backscattering of light from a moderatcly
rough, reflecting, random surface arises in the following way [11,25,26]. The illcident light
striking the surface undergoes Tl - 1 (Tl > 1) additiollal reflections from it, at the last
of which it is scattered back into the vacuum a\Vay from the surface. AIl such Tl-order
scatterillg sequellces are ullcorrelated due to the ralldom lIature of the surface profile.
1I0wever, any givcn sC'luellce alld its time-reverscd partner, in which the light is reflected
from the same points 011 lhe surface but in lhe reverse order, illlerfere colIstructively
if the wave vcctors of lhe iucident and final waves are oppositely directed. These two
waves have the same :unplitude and phase alld add coherently in formillg the intensity of
the scattered light. For scattering into directions other than the retroreflection direction
the differential partial \Va,'es have a nonzero phase difference and very rapidly become
incoherellt, so that ollly their illlensities add. Thus, the intensity of seattering into the
retroreflection direction is a factor of two larger than the intensity of scattering into
those other directions, beca use of the cross-terms that appear in the expression for the
illtensity ill the former case. The contrioution of the sillgle-scattering processes must
be suhtracled in obtaining lhis factor of two enhanccmcnl, becausc it is not subjcct to
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2 (d)

FIGURE l. A schematic description of a light palh and ils timc-rcvcrscd partner in a typjc~1
double-scattering evento

eO!.erent baekseattering. In practiee it is found that most of the enhaneed baekseattering
is eontained in the lowest order (n + 2) eontribution to the mean differential refieetion
coefficient (dre) from the ineoherent component of the seattered light [11,12J.
Sueh a pair of seattering sequenees is illustrated in the double seattering case in Fig. 1.

For normal incidenee the phase differenee </> between a given light path and its time-
reserved partner is proportional to (2" / A)0, IJ, where O, is the seattering angle, IJ is the
distanee between the first and last scattering points on the surface, and A is the wavelength
of the light. Qne then expeets subsidiary maxima in the dependence of (8Rp,,/80,}¡ncoh
on O, when the average phase shift (</» is multiple of 2", that is at angles of observation
given by

nA
O, = (IJ)' (2.13)

where n is the order of interferenee, Similarly, we expeet subsidiary minima when the
average phase shift (</» is a haH-odd integer mnltiple of 2", that is at angles of observation
given by

(2.14)

The last result suggests that the angular wid th of the enhanced backscattering peak is

(2.15)

Since the average valne of D for the shortest scattering sequence (double seattering) is
the mean distanee between two seattering events, Le. the elastie mean free path e of the
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light interacting with the surface, the angular width of the enhanced backscattering peak
is expected to be of the order of ).,je.

There is no good way at the present time to calculate (D) or e, although ray tracing
calculations might be helpful here. Jlowever, it was suggested in Ref. [11] on physical
grounds that in scattering from large amplitude, highly reflecting, random surfaces, a
good estimate of e should be given by the mean distan ce between consecutive peaks and
valleys on the surface, (rI). A method for calculating this distance has been presented
in Ref. [52]. (In the case of scattering from weakly corrugated surfaces, where it is the
multiple scattering of surface electromagnetic waves that is believed to be the dominant
mechanism responsible for enhanced backscattering, it is the mean free path of the surface
electromagnetic wave, due to ohmic los ses and radiation damping, that determines the
width of the enhanced backscattering peak [2].)

One of the striking features of theoretical [8,11] and experimental results [25,26,28,30)
for the angular distribution of the intensity of the incoherent component of normally
incident light scattered from a random grating is the presence of at most one pair of sub-
sidiary maxima, corresponding to n = :1:1, on both sides of the enhanced backscattering
peak. The absence of higher order subsidiary maxima has been explained earlier [11] by
the observation that the standard deviation a~of the phase difference <p at an angle of
observation given by Eq. (3.13) is 2JrlnlaDj(D), where aD is the standard deviation of
D. The thcoretical and experimental results thus suggest that for n = 2a~ is sufficiently
large to destroy all interference effects.

In the remainder of this section we present the results of several calculations intended
to test these explanations.

2.1.1 Dependence of enhanced backscattering on the form of the surface height
correlation function [53J

We have argued earlier that the enhanced backscattering of light from a moderately rough,
strongly reflecting, random surface is a multiple-scattering effect. If this is indeed the
case, we should expect to sce it from any random surface that can scatter light multiply.
Such properties of the surface profile function as its correlation function W(lx¡J), the
statistics it obeys, and whether it is a stationary stochastic process or not, should then
play su bsidiary roles in the formation of the enhanced backscattering peak and other
features of the angular distribution of the intensity of the incohcrent component of the
scattered light. In this and the following two sections of this article we explore the validity
of these expectations in the context of the scattering of p- and s.polarized light from
one-dimensional, random, metal surfaces.

To begin, we should try to define more precisely what we mean by a surface that scatters
light multiply. At the present time there does not seem to be any generally accepted crite-
rion that allows one to decide whether a given (single-scale) random surface, characterized
by an rms height b and a transverse correlation length a, wiII multiply scatter light of
wavelength ).,whose angle of incidence is 80. A way of proceeding to obtain s\lch a criterion
is to consider what is meant by a surface that does not scatter light multiply. Now, a
surface for which the Kirchhoff approximation is valid is one that does not scatter light
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multiply, since the Kkchhoff approximation is a single-scattering approximation. This
suggests that if we know the limits of applicability of the Kirchhoff approximation we can
make at least a crude estimate of when a surface can scatter light multiply. The Kirchhoff
approximation is certainly expected to be valid when A <t: p, where p = ((("(xtJ)')-1/2
is the rms radius of curvature of the surface at each poin1. \Vhen this condition, which
is independent of the angle of incidence, is satislied, the incident light sees a surface that
locally is nearly planar, and this is the condition which ensures that a single-scattering
approximation is valid.lfwe assume for the surface height correlation function 1I'(lxJi) the
Gaussian form 1I'(lxJi) = exp( -xifa2), it is straightforward to show that p = (a2/ó)/V12
in this case. The criterion for the validity of the Kirchhoff approximation given above thus
becomes A <t: (a2/6)V12. This results can be rewritten as 6/a <t: (a/ A)/V12. Provided
that A/a ~ 1.44, this criterÍon is consistent with the criterion ó/a < 0.2 cos 80 proposed
oy Nieto- Vesperinas and Soto-Crespo [51on the basis of uumerical simu!ation studies of
the scattering of p- and s-po\arized light from random grating' on perfect conductors,
characterÍzed oy the same Gaussian form for 1I'(lxJi). ~Iore stringent criteria for the
validity of the Kirchhoff approximation that depend on the wavelength A of the incident
light as well as on 6, a, and 80 have oeen presented in graphical form by Soto-Crespo
and Nieto- Vesperinas [541, but the global inequality ó/a <t: (a/ A)/V12 remains valid in
comparison with these criterÍa. Therefore, on the assumption that the breakdown of the
Kirchhoff approximation signals the beginning of the regime of parameter values charac-
terizing the random surface and the incident light within which the surface can scatter
light multiply, the criterion that defines this regime hecomes A > p, which translates into
A/a> (a/ó)/V12 for the Gaussian form for 1I'(IX11). The resu!ts presented oelow will he
seen to be roughly consistent with this admitted\y crude criterion, ¡.c., to within an order
of magnitude.

In this section we examine some aspects of the way in which the enhanced oackscat-
tering from surfaces that scatter light multiply depends on the form of the surface height
correlation function 1I'(IX11), and on the relation oetween the wavelength of the incident
light and the parameters characterizing the surface roughness through lI'(lxJi).
\Ve lirst present results of numerical s;mulations of the scattering of 1'- and s-polarized

light from random metallic gratings, for four different forms of the surface height cor-
relation function W(lx,l). The computational method used is the one descrioed in the
preceding section. The plane of incidence (the x,x3-plane is perpendicular to the gener-
ators of these gratings. The four forms for Hr(lxJi) that we consider together with the
corresponding surface structure factors are:

g(lQI) = 7l'aexp(-IQla),

b) W(lx,l) = exp(-x;/a2
)

g(IQI) = 7l'1/2aexp( _Q2a2 /4),

e) W(lxJi) = sin2(7l'x¡f2a)/(n¡f2a?

(2.1Ga)

(2.IGb)

(2.17a)

(2.17b)

(2.18a)
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FIGURE 2. The contrihlltion of lhe mean difTcrcntial rcflcctioll cocfficiellt from lhe incohcrent
componenl of lhe scatlcred light ror lhe scattcring of p-polarizcd light of wavclcngt.h ..\= 0.6127 ¡im
incident normally on a random silvcr grating. «(w) = -17.2 + iOA9S, a = 2 ¡un, 9 = 6.4 "m,
L = 25.6 I"n, N = 300, Np = 1000. (a) Eq. (2.16), b = 1.2 I/ln; (1)) F,q. (2.17), b = 1.21,m;
(e) Eq. (2.18), 6 = 1.3232 I"n; (d) Eq. (2.19),6 = 0.936 I"n (Ref. [53]).

9(IQIl = 2a[1 - (IQla/7I')]0(7I' - IQla),

el) lI'(lxtl) = sin(7I'XI/a)/(7I'Xt/a)

!/(IQIl = aO(7I' -IQla),

(2.18b)

(2.19a)

(2.19b)

where O(x) is the lIeaviside unit slep funelion. Since each of lhese surface heighl, corre-
lation funclions depends on on!y one characterislic length along the xI-axis, viz. a, we
can call them single-scale surfaces. \Ve have presenled lhese four forms for II'(Jxtl) in lhe
arder of increasing rale of decay lo zero of lheir power speelra as IQI - oo.

'fhe mean dislance (el) belween consecutive peaks and valleys on ca eh of lhe surfaces
defined by Eqs. (2.16}-(2.19), calculaled by lbe melhods of Ref. [52J, is (el) = 0.9080a,
1.2837a, 1.5823a, and 1.2882a, respective!y. 'fhe slandard devialion of lhis dislance, (Jd =
[(el2) - (,I?P/2, for ca eh of lhese four surfaces, calculaled by lhe same melhods, is (Jd/ (el) =
0.60,0049,0.43, alld 0.36, respeclive!y. Consequently, il appears as if (Jd/ (el) is smaller lhe
more rapidly 9(IQI) lends lo zero as IQI - oo.

In Fig. 2 we presenl lhe contribulion lo lhe mean difrerenlial refieclion coefficienl from
the illcoherent component of lhe scallered lighl, as a funclion of lhe scallering angle O"
far p-polarized !igbt of wavclenglb A = 0.6127 IU11 incident normall,\' on a random grating
ruled 011 a silvcr sudare, when the roughncss is chara.clcrizcd by tite four corrclation
funclions (2.16)-(2.19). In eaeh case lhe characlerislic lenglh a ha.s l",en ehosen to he
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FIGURE 3. The cor.lribut.ion lo the mean differential reflectioll coefficicnl from the ¡ncoheceot
component of the scattered light for the scattering of p-polarized ligilt of wavelength A = 0.6127 I'm
incidenl norrnally on a random sil ver grating, whose surface height corrclalion fundioo is givcn by
Eq. (2.16a). c(w) = -17.2 + i0.498, a = 2.5 ¡,m, 6 = 1.51,m, 9 = 6.4 ¡m" D = 25.61,m, N = 300,
Np = 1000 (Ref. [53]).

2 I,m, so that from the results given aboye the mean distanee between conseeutive peaks
and valleys on the surfaee, (d), is also clase to 2 Itm. For ea eh forrn of the surfaee height
correlation fundion 1V(lxtl) the value of the rms height, b of the surfaee has been ehosen
in sueh a way that the rms sJope of the suefaee is 0.8485. For caeh form of lV(lxtl) a
well-defined peak in the retrorefleetion diredion is present. The angular wid th of the
peak is given very closely by AJ(d). In the case of seattering from the surfaees defined
by the correlation fundions (2.17)-(2.19) welJ-defined subsidiary maxirna are observed at
seattering angJes (J, that are quite clase to (J, = :f:.AJ(d). No sueh subsidiary maxima are
present in the result for scattering from the surfaee defined by the Lorentzian surfaee
height eorrelation fundion, Eq. (2.16a). 1I0wever, if in this case the eharaderistie length
a is inereased to a = 2.5 Itm, while b is inereased to b = 1.5 I,m, so that the rms slope of
the surfaee remains 0.8485, subsidiary maxima are present on both sides of the enhaneed
backscattering peak (Fig. 3).
The criterion A > p given aboye as defining the eonditions under whíeh the surfaee

scalters light multiply, takes the folJowing form for eaeh of the forrn of lV(lxtI) given by
Eqs. (2.16)-(2.19); (a) AJa> (aJb)JV24; (b) AJa> (aJb)f.ff2; (e) AJa> (ab)(.;i5J1r2);
(d) AJa>' (aJ b)( vÍ5J1r2). The left hand side of eaeh inequality is fixed at AJa = 0.3064
in each case; the right hand sides have the values of 0.3402,004811,0.5931,0.4843, re-
speetively. These results and the fad that eaeh of the forrns of 1V(lxtl) assumed gives
rise to enhaneed baekseattering for the values of A, b, and a adopted, indieate that the
suggested criterion defining the conditions under whíeh a given random surfaee seatters
¡ight multip1y can bc sharpcncd.
In Fig. 4 we prescnt thc eontribution to the mean diffcrential rcfleetion coeffieient from

the incoherent eomponent of the sealtered 1ight for the seattering of s-poJarized light
of wavelength A = 0.6127 11m ineident normally on a random grating ruled on a silver
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FIGURE4. The same as Fig. 2, but for s-polarized light (Ref. [53]).

surface, whose roughness is charac(erized by (he four surface heigh( correla(ion func(ions
(2.16)-(2.19) wi(h (he same roughness parame(ers as were used in plo((ing Fig. 2. The
resul(s are very similar lo (hose ob(ained for (he sca((ering of p-polarized ligh(, excep(
(ha( (he subsidiary maxima are more pronounced in s-polariza(ion (han in p-polarization.
This quaJi(a(ive feature is present in our earlier results [12J.

The absence of subsidiary maxima corresponding (o n = :1:2 in the results presented in
Figs. 2-4 sugges(s (ha( a value of ad/(d) 2: 0.36 is large enough (o des(roy the interference
effects tha( would o(herwise give rise (o them.

\Ve have argued earlier (hat (he angular wid(h of (he enhanced backsca((ering peak
should be given c10scly by A/(d). It is of in(eres( (o explore if (his is (he case or no!.
Since for (he four single-scale surfaces defined by Eqs. (2.16)-(2.19) there are only small .
quali(a(ive differences among (he mean differen(ial reflection coefficien(s ob(ained through
(heir adop(ion, we assume here the Gaussian surface height correla(ion function (2.17a),
and s(udy how (he angular wid(h of (he enhanced backscattering peak changes as we
increase (he ratio A/a. From (he rclalion (d) = 1.2837a, which obtains for this choice
of 1V(lx¡I), we see tha( this is essentially (he same as changiug (he ratio A/(d) for (his
sUfface.

In Fig. 5 we plo( (he con(ribu(ion (o the mean differential reflection coefficient from
(he incoherent componen( of p-polarized light scattered from a random grating on a
silver surface. The surface profile function ((x¡) is assumed (o he a s(ationary Gaussian
process, wi(h a surface height corrclation func(ion given by Eq. (2.17a). The light is
incident normally. Its wavelength is A = 0.6127 ¡tm. The transverse corrclation length a is
decreased systematically so that the ratio Ala increases from Ala = 0.0766 to Ala = 1.225.
At the same time the value of {j is decreased, so that the ratio {j/a remains equal to 0..6.
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FIGURE 5. The conlribution lo the mean differential rcflcclion cocfficicnt froJll t,IJe incoherent
eomponenl of lhe seallered lighl for lhe seallering of p-polarized lighl of wavelenglh A = 0.6127 1,m
incidcnt nOfmally on a randolTl silver grating, whosc surfacc hcighl corrclatioll fundion is givcn
by Ec¡. (2.17a). ,(w) = 17.2 + ¡0.49S, bfa = 0.6, g = 6.4 I"U, L = 25.6 '"U, N = ~OO,Np = 1000.
(a) Afa = 0,0766; (h) Afa = 0.15~; (e) Afa = 0.~06; (d) Afa = 0.61~; (e) Afa = 1.225 (Ilcf. [5~]).

\Ve see from these results that for the smallest va¡ue of Afa, narrow enhanced backscat-
tering peak is present in (DlIpfD8,)incoh, together with two very well defined subsidiary
maxima on either side of the main peak. As Afa inereases the width of the enhanced
backscattering peak also increases, the positions of the subsidiary maxima move lo Jarger
va¡ues of 18,1. and the subsidiary maxima themsclves become progressively weaker. By
the time the value of Afa has increased lo 0.613 well-defined subsidiary maxima have
disappeared, and the backscattering peak is hardly distinguishable frolll the background.

The washing out of the subsidiary maxima as Afa is increased that is obscrved in Fig. 5
is duc to the fact that as A becomes comparable with and largcr than a lhe scattering
becomes insensitive to surface perturbation on this length scale.

In Fig. 6 we use the rcsults presented in F'ig. 5, and others nol shown, lo plot D.f)~l the
angular width of the enhanced backscattering peak, as a function of (Afa)(180f1l'), and
sce that for va¡ues of (Afa){180f1l') up to 450 there is a linear dependence of 68, on this
quanlity with a slope close to unity. The deviations from linearity in this dcpendence for
larger values of (Afa)(180f1l') are due in large part to the dirnclllly of delerlllining the
width of the backscattering peak once the subsidiary maxillla have been wa-,hed out.
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of (-\/a)(180/,,), obtained from the resulls presented in Fig. 5 (Ref. [.53]).

The facllhal enhanced backscallering is observed in lhe resulls presenled in Figs. 5a-5c,
although lhe inequalily >.Ia > (alb)/../f2 is nol salisfied in lhese cases, is addilional
evidence lhal lhe crilerion >. > p for deciding whelher a given surface seallers multiply
can be sharpened. A beller crilerion appears to be >. > (pIlO).

2.1.2 Dand-limited fraelal surfaees [53]

An inleresting dass of one-dimensional random surfaees is defined by lhe surface slruelure
faclor

O(Qo -IQI) rra
g(IQI) = lan-I Qoa 1 + Q2a2'

(2.20a)

where O(x) is the Ileaviside limit slep funelion. The surfaee heighl corrclalion funclion
lhat corresponds lo il is

¡QO Qa dQ cos XI
lan-I Qoa o 1+ Q2a2'

(2.20b)

whieh can only be evalualed numerically. The presence of lhe eharaclerislic lenglh Q;;I
in these forms for lhe surfaee height correlalion funelion and ils corresponding power
speetrum, in addilion lo lhe charaelerislic lenglh a, means lhat in contrasl lo lhe single-
seale surfaees defined by Eqs. (2.16)-(2.19), lhe surfacc defined by Eq. (2.20a) or (2.20b)
is nol a single-scale surfaee. In lhe ¡imil as lhe cllloff wavenumber Qo lends infinily
g(IQ\} approdches 2a/(1 + Q2(2) and 1F(lxd) approaches exp( -lXII/a). Ily lhe method
of Ref. [55] il can be shown lhat in this limit the surfaee defilled hy these forms for g(lQI)
or 1F(lxd) is a fraclal surfaee wilh lhe fractal dimension D = 1.5. Thus, although the
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FIGURE 7. The conlriLHltion lo the mean diffcrential rcneclion coefficient from tite incoherenl
component of the scattered light in the scattering of light of wavelength ,\ = 0.6127 11m inci-
dent normall)' OIl a random sih'cr grating whose surface hcight corrclation function is given by
Eq. (2.20b). «w) = -17.2 + i0.498, a = 2,1m, 6 = 1.1766 I"n, and Qoa = 4.102. 9 = 6.4 11m,
1-= 25.6 11m,N = 300, Nr = 1000. (a) p-polarization; (b) s-polarization (Ref. [53]).

surface defined by Eqs. (2.20) has the dimension D = 1 for any finite value of Qo, it may
be termed a band-Iimited fractal surface.

A good analytic estimate of the mean distance (el) bet\Veen consecutive peaks and
valleys on a random surface is provided by limL_oo I-/(NLJ, \Vhere NL is the number of
zeros of ('(XI) in a segrnent of length L of the xI-axis [52]. F'or the surface defined by
Eqs. (2.20) this estimate yields the result that

(2.21 )
(oQo - tan-! aQo)I/2

(el) = ¡ra I / '(;ia3Q~ - aQo + tan-I aQa)! 2

\Vhich has the limiting forms (el) = (5/3)1/2¡ra/(aQo) as aQo ~ O and (el) = .,fha,faQo
as aQo ~ oo. Thercfore, for a fixed value of a in the limit as aQo ~ 00, and the surface
defined by Eqs. (2.20) becomes a fractal surface, the mean distance bet\Veen consecutive
peak s and valleys on the surface goes to zero. In this limit physical optics has no place in
the theory of scattering from such a surface.

The contribution to the mean differential reOection coefficient from the incoherent
component of p- or s-polarized light scattered from the random surfaces defined by
Eq. (2.20a) or (2.20b) resembles that for the scattering of Iight of both polarizations
from the random, single-scale surfaces presented in Figs. 2 and 4, provided >'/(el} is of
the order of 0.3 or smaller. This is illustrated in Fig. 7 in \Vhich \Ve plot the mean drc for
the scattering of p-polarized (Fig. 7a) and s-polarized (Fig. 7b) light from sueh a surface
on a silver substrate. The \Vavclength of the incident light is 6127 A, and the angle of
incidence is ()o = O°. The roughness of the surface is characterized by the parameters
6 = 1.1766 I,m, a = 2 ILlTI,and Qoa = 4.102. The rms slope of the surface is 0.8485.
The mean distance bet\Veen consecutive peaks and valleys on this surface (el), calculated
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FIGURE 8. The contribulion to tite mean differential rcncction coefficient {rom lhe incohercnl
component of the seattered light for the seattering of p-polarized light of wavelength A = 0.6127 ¡1m
incidenl normally on a random silvcr grating whose surface height correlation functio" is given
by Eq. (2.20b). «w) = -17.2 + ¡OA98, a = 2 pm, 9 = 6.1 ¡nn, L = 25.6 ¡nn, Np = 1000.
(a) QDa = 10.25, b = 0.695 ¡1m,N = 300; (b) QDa = 20.51, b = 0.480 ¡,m, N = 300; (e) QDa = 30.1,
b = 0.389 ¡nn, N = 300; (d) QDa = 41.02, b = 0.336 ¡1m, N = 400 (Ref. [53]).

exactly by the method of Ref. [521, is (d) = 1.327a for this value of Qoa. \Ve therefore
have that A/(d) = 0.2309. For hoth polarizations of the incident light a well.defined peak
is present in the retrorefiection direction 8, = O•. In addition, well.defined subsidiary
maxima are present on both sides of this enhanced backscattering peak.

The situation rapidly ehanges as we inerease Qoa, keeping a fixed, and deereasing 6 to
keep the rrns slope of the surface fixed at 0.8485. \Ve prefaee the eakulations that show
this with the following ohservation.

If it is indeed the case that the angular width of the enhaneed baekseattering peak is
given by A/e, and that a good estimate of the mean free path e for large amplitude, highly
refiecting, random surfaees is provided by (d), the mean distance between conseeutive
peaks and valleys on the surface, then we would expect that the width of the enhaneed
baekseattering peak eakulated for the seattering of light from the band.limited fractal
surface defined by the surfaee height correlation function (2.20) for a fixed value of a
should broaden as the produet aQo increases indefinitely, the surface beeomes more and
more fraetal.like, and (d) tends to zero. This, in faet, is what is observed.

In Fig. 8 we plot the eontribution to the mean differential refiection coefficient from the
¡ncoherent eomponent of the seattered light, when p-polarizcd light whose wavelength is
A = 0.6127 pm is incident normally on a band.limited fractal surface characterized by four
values of aQo that increase from 10.25 to 41.02. The valucs of A/(d) for the surfaces used
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FIGURE9. The same as Fig. 8, hut for s-polarized light (Ref. [53]).

in obtaining Figs. 8a-d are 0.6163, 1.174, 1.771, and 2.357, respectively, and have been
calculated by the method of Ref. [52). The results in Figs. 8a-d should be compared with
the one in Fig. 7a, for which Qoa = 4.102. \Ve see that whereas well-defined subsidiary
maxima are present in the latter result, there is essentially no evidence of such structure
in the results depicted in Figs. 8a-8d. \Ve also see that as aQo is increased the enhanced
backscattering peak at 8, = O' broadens, becomes less well-defined, and merges more and
more into the background.

These effects are even more dramatically displayed in the corresponding results for
the scattering of s-polarized light from the same surfaces, for which results are presented
in Fig. 9. Again, although well-defined subsidiary maxima are observed in the result
presented in Fig. 7b, for which Qoa = 4.102, there is no evidence for them in any of the
results displayed in Figs.9a-9d. In this case the broadening of the en hanced backscattering
peak with increasing Qoa is so rapid that already for Qoa = 20,,51 the peak is almost
indistinguishable from the background, and for Qoa = 30.08 and 41.02 no peak is visible.
Indeed, the mean differential reflection coefficients for the latter two cases, Figs. 9c and
9d, are almost Lambertian.

The broadening of the enhanced backscattering peaks with increasing Qoa is consistent
with the corresponding decrease in (d) and the suggestion that the width of the backscat-
tering peak is >.J(d). The disappearance of the subsidiary maxima as Qoa is decreased is
due to the fact that once (d) becomes'sufficiently small relative to >., the incident light
cannot resolve the surface structure that is responsible for the subsidiary maxima.
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2.1.3 Non-Gaussian statistics [8]

In much, if not most, of the theoretical work done to date on the scattering of light from
random surfaces, and even in some of the experimental work, it has been assumed that
the surface profile function ((x¡) (in the case of one-dimensional surfaces) is a Gaussianly
distributed random variable. This is due primarily to the simplifications introduced into
the theoretical work by this assumption. Scattering from non-Gaussian surfaces has been
much less actively studied [8,56-63J. Yet the scattering of light from non-Gaussian surfaces
deserves to be studied for several reasons. Many surfaces of practical importance do
not obey Gaussian statistics, e.g., a very rough sea [57J and a terrain with sharp ridges
and round valleys [57J. It is also a difficult experimental problem to fabricate random
surfaces that obey Gaussian statistics, although siguificant progress in doing so has been
made recently [45,46J. At the same time methods exist for fabricating certain types of
non-Gaussian surfaces [61,6-1J. Finally, theories based on the assumption that the surface
profile function is a Gaussiallly distributed random variable and a particular form for the
surface height corrclation function are somctirncs in good agrccrncnl with experimental
data. Is this because the measured surfaces were approxilllately Gaussian, or is it because
the statistical properties of a surface profile funelion are not critical for its scattering
properties? Ulltil the scatterillg properties of non-Gaussian surfaces are know, it is not
possible to give convincing answers to these questiolls [61J.

We have studied the scattering of p- and s-polarized light from a randolll surface whose
surface profile function is [8]

00

((x¡) = ¿ CnS(XI - nll.x)
n=-oo

In this expression the {cn} are independent randolll variables with the properties

(2.22)

= p with probability 1 - p,

en = 1 - P with probability p
(2.23)

while ll.x is a length that will be defined below. The funelion S(XI) was assumed to have
the form

(2.24 )

It is not difficult to show that the surface profile function defined by Eqs. (2.22)-(2.24) is
not a Gaussianly distributed random variable [8]. It possesses the following properties:

(((X¡)} = O

(((XI)((X~)} = G) 1/2 p(~~ p) A2 Rexp [_ XI ;R~~)2]

(2.25)

(2.26)
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FIGURE 10. The contribution to the mean difTcrential reflection coefficient from the incoherent
component of the scattered Iight for the scattering of p-polarized light of wavelength .\ = 0.5127 ¡,m
from a non-Gaussian random silver grating whose surface profile function is given by Eqs. (2.22)-
(2.23). «w) = -17.2 + ¡0.498, Ó = 1.4142 ¡,m, a = 2 I,m, and p = 0.3. 9 = 5.4 I,m, L = 25.5 I'm,
N = 300, and Np = 930. (a) 00 = O'; (b) 00 = 20' (Ree. [8]).

Thus, if we rewrite the last result in the form

(2.27)

we can make the identifications

a=V2R

(2.28a)

(2.28b)

The extra degree of freedom that the parameter p provides means that by varying p and
A simultaneously we can construct a family of random sl1rfaces having the same vall1es of
6 and a, but having qualitatively different forms. In aH our calcl1lations we have assumed
that 2.x = a/20.

The random surCaces generated in this way are unlikely to aceur naturalIy. However,
they can be manufactured, e.g., by multiple exposure of photoresist-coated pIates to a
Gaussian beam.
In Fig. 10 we present our results for the scattering of p-polarized light, whose wavelength

is .\ = 0.6127 I,m, from a s¡¡ver surface of the kind we have been discl1ssing. The dielectric
constant of s¡¡ver at this wavelength is «w) = -17.2 + i0.498. The sl1rface roughness is
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characterized by the values 6 = 1.4142 11m and a = 2 I"n. The value of the parameter p
has bcen chosen to be 0.3. The angles of incidence are 80 = 0° (Fig. lOa) and 80 = 20° (Fig.
lOb). A total of Np = 930 different surface profiles was used in obtaining these results.
For both angles of incidence the contribution to the mean differential reflection coefficient
from the incoberent component of the scattered Iight displays a well.defined peak in
the retroreflection direction. In addition, well-defined subsidiary maxima are observed on
both sides of the enhanced backscattering peak in the case of the scattering of normally
incident light. In fact, the result presented in Fig. lOa resemblcs both qualitativcly and
qnantitatively the rcsults for the scattcring of p-polarized light from Gaussian surfaces
for the same values of 6 and a that havc bccn presented in Fig. 2.

Thus, the results of this section show lhat, just as in the scattering of Iight from a
Gaussian, random, metal surface, the scattering of Iight from a non-Gaussian random
metal surface displays enhanced backsca t tering.

2.1.4 Non-stationary surfaces

Concluding our investigations of the kinds of random snrfaces that give rise to enhanced
backscattering, we explore here the consequences of relaxing the common assumption that
the surface profile function is a stationary stochastic process. \Ve do this by studying the
scattering of p- and s-polarized light from random metallic gratings with large rms slopes
characterized by profile functions that are even and odd functions of XI' To obtain such
surfaces we first constructed a random surface profile function ((x¡), obeying Gaussian
statistics defined by the properties (((XI)) = Oand (((XI )((x;)) = 62 exp( -(XI _x;)2 /a2),
by the method described in Appendix A of Ref. [12], for XI in the interval (- L/2, L/2). The
surface profile functions of even and odd symmetry in this interval were then constructed
according to (e.o(x¡) = (((x¡)::1: (( -x¡)]/2, respectively. \Ve sce immediately that lhe
surface profiles (e,o(x¡) defined in this way are no longer stationary random processes,
because the point XI = O is a distinguished point.

\Ve have calculated the contribution to the mean differential reflection coefficient from
the incoherent component of the scaltered light, as a function of the scaltering angle 8"
for light of p-polarization incident on a sil ver surface whose surface is a random grating of
even and odd symmetry [19J. The wavelength of the incident light was A = 6127 Á, and
the dielectric constant of silver at this wavelength is c(w) = -17.2 + ¡OA9S. The angle
of incidence was 200• The roughness of the su rfaces was characterized by the parameters
6 = 1.41421'm, and a = 211m, and a total of Np = 1000 different surface profiles was used
in obtaining these resnlts. In Figs. Ila and I1b we present our results for scattering from
gratings of even and odd symmetry, respectively. From gratings of each symmetry type a
well-defined peak is observed in ({}Rp/D80);ncoh in the retroreflection direction, 8, = -200•
1I0wever, in the case of scattering from the random grating of even symmetry (Fig. Ila),
a second well-defined peak is observed in the specular direction, 8, = 20°. Such a peak
was first observed in the results of similar calculations for perfectly conducting sllrfaces
by Nieto- Vesperinas and Soto-Crespo [9J. \Ve empbasize that this is a peak in the angular
dependence of the intensity of the incoherent component of the scattered light. I1ecause it
enhances the peak in the specular direction in the angular dependence of the intensity of
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the coherent component of the scattered ¡¡ght, the existence of this peak is called specular
cnhancemcnt.

I1owever, in contrast with enhanced backscattering, which is a multiple-scattering effeet,
specular enhaneement is already present in the Kirchhoff approximation, ¡.e., in a single-
seattering approximation. This is seen in the results presente" in Fig. 12, in which we
display the contribution to the mean differential refleetion coeffirient from p-polarized
¡¡ght ineident on the same snrfaee used in obtaining Fig. Ila, hut ruled on a perfeet
conductor, for which such ealculations are mueh simpler than for a metal. No evidenee of
enhaneed baekscattering is seen in the single seattering contrihution plotted in Fig. 12b,
while a well-defined speeular enhaneement peak is presen!. The pure douhle-scattering
contribution plotted in Fig. 12c shows an enhanced backscattering peak, as well as a weak
specular enhancement peak. These results are consistent with the pieture of enhanced
baekseattering as a multiple-seattering phenomeuon, and of speeular enhancement as a
predominantly single-seattering effee!.

Specular enhaneement can he understood <¡ualitatively with following arguments. Ir we
consider only single-seattering contributions in the seatlering of light from an arbitrary
random grating, the amplitudc componcnts intcrfering in lhe spccular dircctioll arise
from the so-caJled speeular points. These are points on the slllfare at which its slope is
zero. For optically rough slllfaces the random heights of the specular poiuts have large
fluctuations (compared with the waveJength ,\ of the incident ¡¡ght), and the relative
phase of the farfield contrihutions is completely random i.e., uniformly distrihuled in the
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interval (-1r, 1r).This destroys the coherent (or specular) component of the scattered light.
The situation is the same for random gratings with an odd profile. 1I0wever, for random
gratings with an even prolHe, there are pairs of contributions, arising from symmetric
specular points at the same height, at XI and -XI, which interfere constructively with a
fixed, non-random, phase difTeren:e. This increases the intensity of the scatlered light in
the specular direction by a factor of two over that of the background.

Specular enhancement has been observed experimentally. In Fig. 13 we present the
mean drc for the scaltering of p-po!arized light from a random grating on a gold.coated
photoresist film deposited on a glass substrate. The surface is sufficiently rough that
the coherent component of the scaltered light is negligible. The surrace consists of 150
dilferent, contiguous segments, each of which is 200 ¡,m long, and each of which is an
even function of XI, measured from its midpoint. The width or the incident beam is
3 cm, so that the drc plolted is equivalent to the result of averaging over 150 difTerent
realizations of a random surface. A well.defined peak is observed in the specular direction,
(). = 10°. 1I0wever, no enhanced backscatlering peak is observed in this figure, because
the roughness parameters are such that the overwhelming contrihution to the drc is due
to single-scaltering processes, Le. the KirchhofT approximation is valido

From the resuIts presented in this section we conclude that the enhanced backscattering
of light of p-polarization from large amplitude random gratings on metal surfaces is not
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FIGURE 13. An experimental result for the contribution to the mean diffcrential reflection coeffi-
cient from the incoherent component of the scattered !ight for the scattering of p-polarized light
from a random grating of even symmetry on a gold-coated (dAu = 500 Á) photoresist film of
mean thickness Dph = 10 pm deposited on a glass substrate of thickness Dgl = 5 mm. 00 = 10.,
A = 0.6328 pm, nph = 1.64, ngl = 1.51, 6 = 2.3 ¡,m, a = 9.5 pm (Ref. [19]).

eliminated when the randomness of the surface is constrained by forcing the surface profile
function to be an even or an odd function of XI, nor is it eliminated by the loss of the
stationarity property of the random surface. The evenness of the surface, however, gives
rise to a new effect, specular enhancement, which is gene rally absent in the scattering
from an unconstrained random surface (see, however, Ref. [8]).

2.2 The role of surfaee polaritons in enhaneed baekseattering from weakly rough surfaees

We have remarked in the Introduction that in the case of scattering from weakly rough
random surfaces, for which the probability of multiple scattering of light from the surface
is very small, the mechanism primarily responsible for .enhanced backscattering is the
following. The incident Iight excites a surface electromagnetic wave through the surface
roughness; the surface electromagnetic wave is scattered multip!y by the roughness as
it propagates along the surface; it is finally converted back into light propagating away
from the surface. AII such scattering sequen ces are assumed to be uncorrelated due to the
random nature of the surface. Ilowever, any such sequence and its time-reversed partner,
in which the surface electromagnetic wave is scattered from the same points on the surface
but in 'the reverse order, interfere constructively if the wave vectors of the incident and final
waves are oppositely directed. These two waves have the same amplitude and phase and
add coherently in forming the intensity of the scattered light. For scattering into directions
other than the retroreflection direction the different partia! waves have a nonzero phase
difference and very rapidly become incoherent, so that only their intensities add. Thus, the
intensity of scattering into the retroreflection direction is a factor of two larger than the
intensity of scattering ¡nto any other direction because of the cross- terms that appear
in the expression for the intensity in the former case. The contribution of the single
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scattering processes must be subtracted off in obtaining this factor of two enhancement,
because it is not subject to coherent backscattering. The enhanced backscattering of light
due to the multiple scattering of surface electromagnetic waves by the surface roughness
is sometimes described as being due to the weak localization of these surface waves by
the surface roughness.

If this explanation for the enhanced backscattering of light from small-slope, randomly
rough surfaces is correct, it follows that any mechanism that breaks the time-reversal in-
variance of the scattering system should degrade the enhanced backscattering by breaking
the coherency of a given scattering sequence that contri bu tes to backscattering with its
time-reversed partner.

Alternatively, enhanred barksrattering from small-slope random surfares should be
degraded, if not suppressed altogether, if the surfare elertromagnetir waves supported by
the srattering surfare can be "turned off".

In the remainder of this section we desrrihe a way in whirh the time reversal symmetry
of a random grating on the surfare of an n-type semiconductor can be broken, and a way in
which surface electromagnetic waves propagating along such a surfare can he suppressed,
and present the consequences for the enhanced hacksrattering of p-polarized light from
these surfares of earh of these mechanisms.

2.2.1 Enhanred barksrattering in a magnetic field [16,23]

Let us consider a semi-infinite n-type semiconductor that orcupies the region XJ < «(x¡),
where the surface profile function «(x¡) has the properties described at the beginning of
this section. The region XJ > «(x¡) is vacuum. One way of breaking the time-reversa!
symmetry of this syslem is to apply a slalic magnetic field to it of magnitude Jl oriented
aJong lhe x2-axis, i.e., parallel to the grooves of the one-dimensional random surface.
The effect of the magnetic field is to make lhe semiconductor optically gyrotropic due
to the cyclotron orbits the electrons are now forced to execute in the XIxJ-plane. The
semiconductor is now characterized by a dielectric lensor given by

where

(2.29)

(
2 .)wp W + 11'

(I(W)=(oo 1- (+.)2 2'
WWW J1' -wc

(2.30a)

(2.30b)

(2.30c)
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[n these expressions Wp = (41rnc2/<oom')1/2 is the plasma frec¡uency of the electrons,
",hile Wc = (eH /m'c) is their cyclotron frec¡uency, where n is the uumber density of the
electrons, m' is their effective mass, c is the magnitude of the electronic charge, c is the
speed of light, and <00 is a background dielectric constant. The damping constant , is
the reciprocal of the e1ectronic relaxation time T. If we choose the plane of incidence to
be the x¡x3-plane, the electromagnetic field in this system can still be separated into
p-polarized and s-polarized components. \Ve restrict ourselves here to p-polarized fields
because it is only in this polarization that the incident light can excite surface polaritons. A
consec¡uence of the optical gyrotropy of the metal induced by the magnetic fie1d is that the
dispersion curve for p-polarized surface polaritons that exist at the semiconductor/vacuum
interface in the absence of the surface roughness is nonreciprocal, i.c. w( -k) Í' w(k). This
is clearly seen from the dispersion curve for these surface polaritons, whirh can be written
in the form [65)

<2(W)
<v(w)f3o(kw) + f3(kw) + k-( -) = O.

(1 W
(2.31)

lIere w is the frec¡uency and k the wavenumber of the surface polariton, f3o(kw) = (k2 -
(w2/c2))1/2, f3(kw) = (k2 - <v(w)(w2/c2))1/2, and <v(w) is the Voigt dielectric constant,
<v(w) = (¡(w)-<~(W))/(I(W). The nonreciprocity ofthe solutions of Ec¡. (2.31) is evident
from the fact that f3o(kw) and f3(kw) are even functions of k, while the last term on the
left hand side of Ec¡. (2.31) is an odd function of k. This nonreciprocity leads to a phase
diffcrence hctwecn a given surface palariton scattcring sequcncc and its time-revcrsed
partner, since the wavenumbers for forward and backward propagating surface polaritons,
whose frec¡uency is that of the incident light., are now different.
In a recent, perturbation-theoretic calculation of the enhanced backscattering of p-

polarized light from a small-slope random grating ruled on the surface of a metal or an
n-type semiconductor [16] it was found in both cases that the position of the peak in the
angular dependen ce of the intensity of the incoherent component of the scattered light,
which is observed in the retroreflection direction in the absence of the magnetic field, is
shifted in the direction of larger scattering angles with increasing magnetic field strength.
At the same time the width of the peak inneases and its amplitude decreases. These resu!ts
were interpreted as due to the breakdown of the coherency between the contribution
to backscattering from a given light/surface polariton path and from its time-reversed
partner, caused by the removal of time reversa! symmetry from the scattering system by
the application of án external magnetic field.
The perturbation-theoretic calculation was based on a solution of the Bethe-Salpeter

ec¡uation for the two-particle Green's function in terms of which the scattered intensity
is expressed. Only the contribution from the maximally-crossed diagrams was retained in
the irreducible vertex functi~n, and a pole approximalion fOf the single-partidc Green's
functions entering this ec¡uation was used. Since there is sorne evidence [66] that in the
presence of a time-reversal symmetry breaking perturbation the maximally-crossed dia-
grams are not the on!y important diagrams contributing to the irreducible vertex function,
and because the pole approximation to the single-particie Green's functions emphasizes
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the scattering of surface polaritons at the expense of other possihle contributions to en-
hanced backscattering, it \Vas fclt to be desirahle to calculate the contrihution to the mean
differential refiection coefficient from the incoherent of the scattered light for the problem
at hand in a nonpertnrhative fashion, that does not require the kinds of approximations
made in the perturbative calculations of !Id. [16J.

\Ve ha,'e carried out such a cólculation [23] by an extension of the numerical simulation
method described in !Iefs. [7,11,12] lo the case of an n-type semiconductor characterized
by the gyrotropic diclectric tensor (2.20)-(2.30) rather than hy an isotropic dielectric
tensor. The semiconductor surface \Ve have chosen to study is the (001) surface of n-
GaAs. The parameters entering the diclectric tensor (2.20)-(2.30) in this Case have the
values (00 = 10.88, n = 1018 cm-3, and m' = 0.07 m. They translate into a value of
Iiwp = 4.22 X 10-2 eV. For the damping constant -y \Ve used the value -y = 0.00.12.'X.Jp,
obtained from mohility data [67].

\Ve lirst display, in Fig. 14, the dispersion curVes for snrface polaritons at aplanar
n-GaAs/vacuum interface, obtained by solving Eq. (2.31), for four values of wc/wp, viz.
wc/wp = O (11 = O), wc/wp = 0.3 (JI = 2..16 X lO" Gauss), wc/wp = 0..1 (JI = 3.28 X lO'
Gauss), and wc/wp = 0.5 (JI = 4.1 X 104 Gauss). They have been calculated \Vith -y = O.
The values of the magnetic liclds assumed in these calculations are al! readily achievable
experimental!y. In zero externaJ magnetic licld the dispersion curve is reciprocal, and
only the branch foc k > O is plotted in Fig. 14a. It saturates at a frequency w/wp =
0.057 as Ikl - oo. For a nonzero external magnetic licld the dispersion curve becomes
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nonreciprocal. The branch corresponding to propagation of the surface polariton in the
-xl-direction (k < O) exists for all negative values ofthe wave number k, and saturates at
the frequency w/wp = 0.819 when wc/wp = 0.3, at w/wp = 0.777 when wc/wp = 0.4, and
at w /wp = 0.739 when wclwp = 0.5. These frequencies are the solutions of the equation
1 + (¡(w) + (2(W) = O, which is the form Eq. (2.31) takes in the limit as k - -oo. The
branch correspouding to the propagation of the surface polariton in the +x¡,direction
(k > O) I¡es at higher frequencies and exists only for a limited range of wave numbers. It
terminates at the point where it intersects the curve f3(kw) = O, which is the dispersion
curve for bulk polaritons in this system. For values of k larger than the value at the
point of intersection the solution of the dispersion relation (2.31) no longer describes a
wave bound to the surface in the semiconductor. Thus, in the cases depicted in Figs. 14b,
].lc, and 14d the dispersion curve for surface polaritons is partially nonreciprocal in the
frequency ranges O :,; w/wp < 0.819, O :,; w/wp < 0.777, O :,; w/wp < 0.739, respectively,
in the sense that surface polaritons with frequencies in these ranges can propagate in
both the +x¡, and -x)-directions, albeit with different wave numbers. For frequencies
in the ranges 0.819 :,; w/wp < 0.89, 0.777 < w/wp < 0.85 and 0.739 < w/wp < 0.82,
the surface polaritons whose dispersion curves are plotted in Figs. ].lb, 14e, and 14d,
respectively, are cOlUpletely nonreciprocal, in the sense that they can now propagate only
in the +xl,direction; no surface polaritons can propagate in the -x¡-direction.
It should be noted that the plots in Figs. 14b, 14c, and 14d depict the branches of the

dispersion curve in the frequency range O :,; w/wp ~ 1 only. There are additional branches
in the frequency range w/wp > 1 [65], but they are of no interest to us here.
The /irst set of results for the contribution to the mean differential refiection coefficient

from the incoherent component of the scattered light is presented in Fig. 15, for the values
of the external magnetie /ield used in obtaining the surface polariton dispersion curves
presented in Fig. 14. The wavelength of the incident light must be chosen so that the corre.
sponding energy hw is smaller than the value of the band gap of GaAs, viz hwG = 1.35 eV.
\Ve have assumed a value of >. = 43.2 ¡1m (hw = 0.0287 eV), corresponding to a frequency
w/wp = 0.68, which is below the frequencies at which the dispersion curves plotted in
Fig. 14 saturate as k - -oo. The angle of incidence is Bo = 5°. The surface roughness
was' characterized by the values b = 3.14 ¡tm and a = 15.14 ¡tm. A total of Np = 2000
different realizations of the surface profile were used in obtaining Figs. 15a and 15b, while
Np = 2500 different realizations were used in obtaining Figs. 15c and 15d. In zero magnetic
/ield a well.de/ined peak is seen in the retrorefiection direction, B, = -5°. This is the en.
hanced backscattering peak. \Vhen a magnetic field for which wc/wp = 0.3 (Il = 2.46x 104

Gauss) is applied (Fig. 15b), the position of this peak shifts to a slightly larger angle (in
magnitude), B, = 6.8°, its amplitude decrea.,es, and it broadens. \Vhen the magnetie /ield
is inereased to a value for which wc/wp = 0.4 (Il = 3.28 X 104 Gauss) (Fig. 15c), the
position of the peak has shifted to a stilllarger scattering angle, B, = -7.2°, and its amo
plitude has decrea.,ed still further. At a value of the magnetie field such that wc/wp = 0.5
(JI = 4.10 x lO' Gauss) the enhanced baekscattering peak ha., almost completely disap.
peared (Fig. 15d). The degradation of the enhanced backscattering peak with increa.,ing
external magnetic /ield strength is c1early seen in the results presented in Fig. 15.
More dramatic results are obtained when we increase the frequeney of the incident

¡ight, to put it in the range in which only surface polaritons propagating in the +x¡.
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FIGURE 15. The conlribution lo lhe mean diffcrential rcflcetion cocfficient rram lhe incohcrcnt
component of lhe scattered light when p-polarizcd I¡ght is incident on a random n-GaAs surfacc
eharaeterizcd by Ii = 3.14 ¡1m and a = 1.';.14 1,m. A = 43.2 ¡tm (w /wp = 0.68), 00 = 50, 9 =
345.8 ¡,m, L = 1388 ¡Hn, N = 400. (a) w,/wp = O (U = O), Np = 2000; (h) w,/wp = 0.3
(lf = 2.46 x lO' Gauss), Np = 2000; (e) w,/wp = 0.4 (U = 3.28 X lO' Gallss), Np = 2500;
(<1)w,/wp = 0.5 (U = 4.1 X lO' Gauss), Np = 2500 (Rer. [23]).

direction exist. In Fig. 16 we present the contribution to the mean differential refiection
coefficient from the incoherent component of the scattered light when p.polarized light
of wavelength 'Y = :17.7 I"n is incident on a random n.GaAs surfare characterized by the
parameters {j = 3.14 11m and a = 15.1,1 11m. This wavelength corresponds lo a frequency
of the incident light given by w/wp = 0.78. The angle of incidence is eo = 5°. A total
of Np = 2500 different realizations of the surface profile was used in obtaining Fig. 16a,
while Np = 1500 profiles were used in oblaining Fig. 16b. In zero external magnetic field
(Fig. 16a) a well.defined peak is observed in the retrorefiection direction, e, = _5°, which
may be attributed to the existen re of reciprocal surface polaritons at this frequency. When
a magnetic field corresponding to w,/wp = 0..1 (U = 3.28x 104 Gauss) is applied (Fig. 16b),
the frequency of the incident light falls in the range in which only forward propagating
(k > O) surface polaritons exist (Fig. Hc). [11 this case the enhanced backscatterillg is
completely suppressed.

2.2.2 Enhanced backscattering from a randomly roughened periodic grating

In this section we show how it is possible lo suppress surface polaritons within some range
of fref}llCncics on a surface that otherwisc is rapa.hle of slIpporting thl'Jn, <lud examine the
consequences of doing so on the enhanced backscattering of light in this fre<¡uency range
from a one-dimensional random surfare.
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Thus, let us consider aplanar metal/vacuum interface, that supports a p-polarized
surface electromagnetic wave. \Vhen a periodic, classical grating is ruled on the surface
of the metal, the dispersion curve for the surface electromagnetic waves opens up gaps at
wave numbers k = ntr Id, where d is the period of the grating, and n = :1:1, :1:2,:1:3 ... , if
the Fourier coefficients .'o( n) of the periodic surface profile function so(x,) are nonzero
for n = :1:1, :1:2,:1:3, ... , respectively. This is illustrated in Fig. 17 for the case of a surface
polariton propagating across a grating defined by the sinusoidal profile function so(x¡) =
So cos(2trx¡Jd), ruled on the surface of a simple free electron metal for which f(W) = 1-
(w;lw2) [68]. The value of hwp has been chosen to be 2 eV while 80 and d are 500 Á and
5000 Á, respectively. The reduced zone scheme has been used in drawillg the dispersion
curve inside the nonradiative regio n of the (w, k)-plane. P-polarized Iight whose plane of
incidence is perpendicular to the grooves of the grating and whose frequency falls inside
the gap in this dispersion curve cannot excite surface polaritons, through the grating
surface, since none exist in this frequency range. If the frequency of the incident light is
lower than the frequency of the lower edge of the gap, or higher than the frequency of the
higher edge of the gap, it can excite surface polaritons.

\Ve now assume that the periodic surface profile is perturbed by random surface rough-
ness, so that the surface profile function is now given by

(2.32)

where s,(x¡) is a single-valued function of x¡ and constitutes a stationary, Gaussian
process defined by the properties

(s,(x¡)) = O,

(8,(X¡)S'(x;)) = PW(lx¡ - x;l).

(2.33)

(2.34)

The surface height correlation function W(lx¡ - x; 1) will be assumed to have the Gaussian
form exp(-(x¡- x;?la2). Ifthe composite surface is weakly corrugated, i.e., if 80ld and
61a are both small, so that enhanced backscattering of p-polarized light from it should
be due primarily to the surface polaritons supported by it, we should expect qualitatively
different forms of the angular dependen ce of the intensity of the incoherent component of
the scattered light, when the frequency of the incident light is in the gap in the surface
polariton dispersion curve and when it is below it. In the latter case enhanced backscat-
tering should be observed due to the existence of surface polaritons in this frequency
range; in the former case enhanced backscattering should be strongly suppressed due to
the absence of surface polaritons.'

IStrietly speaking, when random roughness is supcrimposed OIl lhe pcriodic corrugations of the
metal surfacc, we cxpecl thal the density of surface polariton stalcs will nol be idenlically zeTO in
the frequeney range of the gap, but will be nonzero due to lails from lhe bands of surfaee polariton
states for frequeneies above and below the band gap that are allowed in the absenee of the random
roughncss. Ncvcrlhclcss', litis nonzcro density of statcs in thc region of the gap is cxpeclcd lo
be vcry small roc frcquencies well-removed from the band cuges in lhe presence of weak random
roughncss.
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FIGURE18. (a) The differential renection eoemeient for the seattering of p-polarized light from a
sinusoidal grating defined by the profile funetion so(x¡) = So COS(21rX,/d), with So = 500 Á and
d = 5000 Á, rnled on the surfaee of a free elcetrie metal (hwr = 2 eV). 00 = 7.1', .\ = 1.6102 I,m
(w/wr = 0.385), «w) = -5.7. 9 = 11.32 jJm, L = 60 I,m, N = 590. (b) The contribution to the
mean difTerentia1 rcflcction cocfficicnt from lhe incoherent component of the scattered light when
p-polarized light is ineident on a randa m grating eharaeterized by the parameters b = 400 Á and
a = 6000 Á, ruled on the surfaee of a free electron metal (hwp = 2 eV). 00 = 7.1', .\ = 1.6102 jJm
(w/wp = 0.385), «w) = -,1.7. 9 = 11.251,m, L = 45 ¡,m, N = 300, Nr = 1000. (e) The eontribution
too the mean differential reflection coefficient from t.he ¡ncoherent component of the scattered light
when p-polarized light is incident on a surface whase profile function contains both the periodic
and random components used in obtaining (a) and (b).

\Ve have carried out numerical simulations of the scattering of p-polarized ¡ight from
such a composite surface ruled on a simple free e1ectron metal. The value of the plasma
frequency of the metal was assumed to he defined by hWr = 2 eVo The values of So and d
characterizing the periodic contribution to the surface profile function so(x¡) were chosen
to he 500 Á and 5000 Á, respectively, i.e., they were chosen to have the values used in
calculating Fig. 17. The values of 6 and a characterizing the random contribution s¡(x¡)
to the surface profile function were taken to be 400 Á and GOOO Á, respectively. A total of
Np = 1000 realizations of the surface was used in each of the calculations in which s¡(x¡)
was nonzcro.
In Fig. 18 we have plotted the differential renection coemcient for the scattering of

¡¡ght from this composite surface when the frequency of the ¡¡gllt is w/wr = 0.385 (A =
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1.6102 ILm). This frequeney is below the fre'lueney of the lower edge or the band gap in
Fig. 17, so that surfaee polarilons exisl on lhis surfaee in lhe presenee of lhe periodie
graling ruled on il as wel! as in the ahsenee of lhe graling. The value of lhe dieleelrie
constant of the metal at this frequeney is «(w) = -5.7 The angle of ineidenee is./Jo = 7..1°.
Under these conditions lhere is only a single diffraeted beam when the surfaee profile
funelion is the periodie funelion so(x¡), viz. lhe speeular beam. The nonzcro widlh of
the corresponding peak in lhe differential ",neetion coeffieienl, plotted in Fig. ISa, is due
lo the finite width or lhe ineident beam. In Fig. 1Sb we plot the eonlribution to the
mean differential reneetion coefficient from lhe ineoberent eomponenl of the sealtered
light when the surfaee profile funetion is lhal of the random grating alone, ((x¡) =
s,(x¡). A welI.defined peak is observed in lhe mean differenlial reneelion coefficient when
lhe sealtering angle eorresponds lo lhe relroreneelion direetion, /J, = _7.4° whieh is
indieated by the arrow in lhis figure. In Fig. ISe we presenl the eonlribulion to the mean
differential re¡¡eetion eoeffieient from lhe ineoherent eomponenl of the sealtered lighl
when tbe surfaee profile funelion contains bolh tbe periodie and random eomponents,
((x,) = so(x,) + s,(:r,). A wel!.defined enhaneed baekseattering peak is observed in this
case as wc!!. 1ndeed, the peak is more pronouneed in the presenee of both lhe periodie and
random corrugations of the surface than \\.'h('nonly lile random rorrllgations are presento
\Vhen the frequene)' of lbe ineidenl light is inereased lo w/wp = 0..16 (.\ = 1.3.176 I"n),

it now líes wel! inside lhe gap of tbe surfaee polarilon dispersion curve depieled in Fig. 17.
At his frequene)' surraee polarilons eannot exisl on the melal surfaee in lhe presenee or
the periodie grating mled on it. Allhough lhe)' do exisl on it in lhe absenee of tbe periodie
grating. The value of the dieleetrie conslant of lhe metal at this r"''1uene)' is «(w) = -3.7.
The angle of incidenee is now /Jo = 6.2°. Under lbese conditions lhere is again only a
single diffraeted beam, lhe speeular beam, in the differential reneelion coeffieient when the
surraee profile funelion is lhe periodie funcliou so(:r¡). This is depieled in the differenlial
reneelion coelTieient plolted in Fig. Hla. In Fig. 19b we have plotted tbe conlribution lo
the mean differential reneetion coefficienl from lhe incoberenl componenl of lhe sealtered
lighl wben lhe surface profile funelion is lhal of lhe random graling alone, ((x,) = s,(x,).
A wel! defined peak in lhe relroreneclion direelion (denoled by lhe arrow in lhis figure)
is seen in the mean differenlial re¡¡eelion cocllicient. Ilowever, when lhe surfaee profile
function conlains bolh lhe periodie and random componenls, ((:r,) = O<o(:r¡)+s¡(x¡), lis
enhaneed backsealtering peak is strongly suppressed (Fig. 1ge).
Thus, lhe results presenled in Figs. IS and 19 demonslrale a slroug corrc!ation between

lhe presenee or absenee of enhaneed backscattering in the seallering of lighl from a weakl)'
corrugated random surraee, and lhe presence or absence of surfaee polarilons on lhal
surfaee at the frequeney of lhe incidenl light.

2.3 Enlwneed back8mltc,.illg ¡mm didecl,.ic jilmo<

Nol al! of lhe interesling manifeslalions of weak loealizalion in lhe inleraetion oflighl wilh
ollc.dimensional random surfaces are ohseTved in reflection fram semi.illfinite media. In
this section wc explore th('orctically and cxperimcnta.1ly several additional conscqucnccs
of the finite thiekness of a dieleelrie medium for lhe reneetion or light from il when lhe
iJluminated surfare is él oIle-dimensional randorn surface, while lhe hack surface is planar.
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FIGURE 19. The same as Fig. 18, ex<ept that 00 = 6.2',.\ = 1.3167 I,m (w/wr = 0.16), «w) =
-3.7, Nr = 2000.

It will be found that several effeets oeeur 11I sueh struetures that are absent in their
scmi-infinitc counterparts.

2.3.1 Enhaneed baekseattering from a dieleetrie film on a refleeting surfaee [1.51

In a reeent series of papers .Jakeman and his eolleagues showed that light seattered from
a decp random phase ser<'en placcd in front of a mirrar displays a strong incrcasc in its
intensity in the baekscattering direetion. [69-71] These results suggest that it \Vould be of
interest to study the seattering of 1'- and s-polarized light from a strueture that eonsists
of a film of a nearly transparent dieleetrie of average thiekness d deposited on a perfeetly
condueting substrate. The interface bet",een the film and the substrate is assumed to be
planar; the interface bet",een the film and \'aeuum is a random grating (rig. 20). The
random surface in this case is the analoglle of the deep random phase sereen, \Vhile the
pcrfccl conductor is the analoguc of the minar, .Jakcman's \'.:ork.
The interest in stlldying the seattering of light from this strlletllre is dile to the faet that

in the earliest numerical simulation studies of the seattering of p-polarized light from a
random grating Oll a scmi-infinitc dielcctric IIlcdilll11 (fiaSO.¡) no cnhanccd hackscattering
\Vas observed [7]. Subseqllent ea1culations of the seattering of s-polarized I¡ght from the
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FIGURE 20. A nearly transparent dielectric film, wit.h a random dicicctric/vaculIm interface, de-
posited on the planar surface of a perfeet conductor (ReL [15]).

same surfaces predicted enhanced backscattering [121. In !leL [I II it was shown that
if the dielectric medium were made more refleelive, by arlificially doubling ils index
of refraclion, lhen enhanced backscallering was observed in p-polarization as well. It
was laler found lhal a more modest increase of lhe index of refraclion,. viz. by a factor
of 1.4-1.5, was sufficienl lo induce enhanced backscallering in p-polarizalion [12}. The
question lhal lhe calculalion described in lhe preceding paragraph would address, lhen,
is whether lhe erreclive reflectivily of a dieleclric medium wilh a random surface can be
increased sufficienlly, by deposiling il in lhe form of a film on a highly refleeling su bslrale,
lo induced enhanced backscattering of p-polarized lighl from it.

We have carried oul numerical simulalions of lhe scaltering of ¡¡ghl of both p- and
s-polarizalions from lhe slruelure depieled in Fig. 20. The inlerface belween lhe film and
lhe vacuum was assumed lo be a one-dimensional random surface defined by a surface
profile funclion ((x¡) lhal is a Gaussianly distribuled random variable wilh lhe properlies
(((x¡)} = O, (((x¡)((x;)} = 152 exp( -(Xl - x;? /a2). The delails of how lhese calclllalions
were carried oul are presenled in ReL [15}. In Fig. 21 we presenl our resulls for lhe angular
dislribulion of lhe incoherenl componenl of p-polarized lighl scallered from a dicleclric
film of mean lhickness d = 4.8 ¡1m. Its roughness is charaelerized by the paramelers
15= 1.2 ¡1m and a=-2 ¡1m. The wavelength of the incidenl lighl is ,\ = 0.6328 ¡1m, the
index of refraclion of lhe dicleelric film al lhis wavelenglh if "d = 1.628 + iO.0003. A
lolal of Np = 1000 profiles was used in oblaining this result. The angle of incidence is
00 = 20°. A sharp peak is seen in (EJRp/EJO,};ncoh inlhe relroreflection direclion 0, = -20°.
For comparison, we presenl in Fig. 21b lhe result for (p/EJ,};ncoh oblained for exactly lhe
same experimental condilions and roughness paramelers except lhal the dieleclric is now
semi-infinile. No enhanced backscattering is seen in lhis case.

We believe lhal the enhanced backscallering we observe in lhese resulls can be ex-
plained in much lhe same way as lhe enhanced backscallering predicted by Jakeman [69}
in the scallering of lighl from a deep random phase screen placed in fronl of aplane mirror
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FIGURE 21. (a) Tite conlribution lo the mean diffcrcntial rcflection coefTIcient from tite incohcrcnl
component of the scatt.ered light when p-polarizcd light is incidcnt on a random grating on the
surface of BaSO, deposited on a perfectly conducting substrate. 00 = 20', A = 0.6n8 11m, nd =
1.628+ iO.0003. 6 = 1.2 ,on, a = 2 Ion, 9 = 6.4 1011, L = 25.6 11m, N = :100,Np = 1000. (1)) Same
as in (a) except that the random grating is on a semi-infinite BaSO., snbstrate (ReL (15]).

can be explained.ln the system studied by .Jakeman, when the mirror is plaeed wel! beyond
the foeusing plane of the random phase sereen the coherent addition of the contribution
from a givell Jight path that interaets with the random phase sereen at two difTerent points
and its time reversed partner, Fig. 22a, leads to an enhaneement of up to a factor of two
in the intensity of light seattered into the baekward direetion. The angular width of this
peak is determined by a tranS\'erse seallering length, whieh is the eharaeteristie distancc
between the points on the random phase sereen through whieh the light paths from the
souree pass and cepass in being seallered inlo the retroren"etion direetion. \Vhen the
mirror is plaeed c10ser to the random phase sereen than the foeusing plane of the laller,
enhaneement oeenrs beeanse of a seeond passage throngh thc samc lenslikc portion of
the screcn of light rays that have been foclIsf'd on thc mirrar. A random 4"cat 's eyc" or
corner eube efTect thcn oeeurs, Fig. 22b, whieh givcs rise lo an ineoherent baekseallering
enhaneemcnt of geometrieal origino This is a broad feature iu comparison wi th Ihe eoherent
enhaneemcnt, being comparable to the g('omctrieal spread of rays seattered by the phase
sereen [71]. The enhaneement produeed by this single seallering meehanism is largest
when the rnirrOf is placed iJl lile focusing planc of tile randolll phase screclt, antl can be
larger than thc maximum factor of two enhaneement prodneed by the coherent effeel.

In the prcsent context wc necd onI)' f('place 44random phase screeu" by "random sur-
[ace"' and ""mirror" by "perfect conductor" to apply .Jakeman's explanation to the results
presented hcre.
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FIGURE 22. Mechanisms foc tite enhanced ba('kscattering of light from a ranaorn grating 011 tite
surface of a dieleclric film dcposiled on the planar surfare of a perrectl}' conducling slIhslrate:
(a) eoherent enhancement; (b) ineoberent, geometrical enhancement (Ref. [15]).

We assume that the distance from the mean surface of the dielectric, X3 = O, to its
focusing plane, X3 = £J, is given by eJ = pnd/( nd - 1), which is the fOcal length of a thick
cylindrical lens whose radins of curvature is p and whose index of refraction is "d, which
is illuminated by a line source that is infinitely distant from the lens. For the radius of
curvature p we use the reciprocal of the rms curvature of the random grating surface,
p = ((("(XI ))2)-1/2 = (a2/6)/(2V3) for the Gaussian form for ll'(Ixd) used iu this work.
Ir we use the values of "d, 6 and a that entered the calculations of the results presented in
Fig. 21, we find that eJ = 2"19.15111n,so that the perfect conductor is located at a distance
from the random grating that is about 1.92 times the distance of the focusing plane from
the random grating. It appears as if it is the coherent scattering process described by
Jakeman (Fig. 22a) that is responsible for the enhanced backscaltering observed in the
results presented in Fig. 21.

In these calculations values of the mean film thickness d were used that were at least
four times the vaIue of the rms height of the surface roughness 6. This was because for
such large vaIues of the film thickness the probability of obtaining values of 1((xl )llarger
than d, which would produce "holes" in the film, is fl'duced to a negligible level. l!owe\'er,
the use of films of such thicknesses made it impossible to place the perfect conductor
much closer to the random surface than about teJ' As a result, we could no d"monstrate
definitively the operation of .Jakeman's second mechanism for enhanced backscattering
froOl this structllre. Results nnt present.ed here, howc\"cr, fail to show an enhanccrncnt of
more than a factor of two when the perfect conductor is placed in the focusing plane of
the random surface.

The errect described in this section has been observed experimentally. In Fig. 23 we
prcsent experimental reslIlts [oc the mean diffcrcntial rcflcction cocfficicnt foc tite scat-
tering of p-polarized light from a dielectric film on a gold su!>stra!e. The wavelength of
the incident ¡ight is .\ = 0.f¡~28 I"n, the ind"x of ,,,fraction of the film is 7ld = IAI,
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FIGun.r. 23. An experimental rcsult for Ihe contrihut.ion lo tite mean diffcrcnt.ial rcncction coem-
cicnt from lIJe incohcrcnt compollent. of lhe scat.t.crcd ¡¡ght whcn p-polarizcd ¡¡gil!. is incident on a
randolll grating 011 lile surface of a dielcclric lllln dcpositcd 011a plan<tr gold subslratc. 00 = 20° l

A = 0.6:128/1111,"d = 1.41, el = 8.:' /"11.6 = 1.08/11I1,a = 3.06/,,".

the mean thickness of the film is d = 8.5 mm The angle of incidence is 00 = 20°.
The roughness of the illuminaled surface of the diclectric film is characterized hy the
parameters b = 1.08 1,m and a = :1.0G 1,m. Although gold is not a Iwrfect conductor
under the conditions of the experiment, it is highly ref\ecting, and the consequence of this
is that a peak in the retrorefieelion direelion, O, = _20°, is seen in the angular dependence
of the intensity .of the incoherent compollent of the scaltered ligll!. Despil" the differences
bctwcen lile paramctcrs defining the theofet.ical and experimcntal results, a romparison
of the differential ref\ection codli<:ients presented in Figs. 21 alld 2:¡ shows them to be
qualitativcly similar.

2.:1.2 Enhanced backscattering from a free-standing dielectri<: film

On<:e it has been realized that enhallced hacks<:attering from a random diele<:tric surfa<:e
can he induced or slrengthened hy depositing the diclectric in the form of a film on the
surface of a rcflccting mcdiulll, it is natural lo infIllirc as lo whethcr Dile can dispense
with the refiecting substrate and use the (much weaker) ref\e<:lioll from the ha<:k fa<:eof
a free-standing diclectric film in V~Cllllm lo achieve a similar e(f('rL The answer turns out
to he affirmative. \Ve have calcula te" the coutribution to lhe nl<'an differential refie<:tion
coeffi<:ient from the incoherent «)mponent of lhe scattered ¡ight for ¡ight of p- and s-
polarization in<:ident on a BaSO.1 film of mean thickness .1.81I1n, whose illuminated surface
is a random variable, wilh a Caussian height <:orrclation function <:haraderized hy the
roughness paralllcters fJ = 1.'2 11I1I alld a = '2 lilll. Tite wavt'1clIgl.h of thc incidcnt light
is O.G:¡28 I"n, and the index of refraction of BaSO.¡ at this wavclength is 1/c = 1.628 +
iO.OOO:!. The results for an angle of ill<:i"ence 0u = 20° are presented in Fig. 2.1. A total of
Sp = :WOO surface profiles wa.s lIsed in o\)taining lhesc reslIlts. For 1>0111polarizations a
\\:cll.<lefined peak is o1>serv('din (U,),!J/DfJ!J)illf'Oil al the scattcring ~nglc corresponding to
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FIGURE 24. The contribution to the mean diffcrential renection coefTicient fram the incoherenl
component of the scattered light in the scattering of l¡ght of wavelength A = 0.6328 11mfrom a
random grating on a free-standing naso. film whose back surface is planar. 00 = 20', nd = 1.628+
iO.0003. 6 = 1.2 I,m, a = 2 ¡1m, d = 4.8 ¡1m. 9 = 6.4 ¡1m, L = 25.6 11m,N = 300, Np = 3000.
(a) p-polarization; (b) s-polarizatioll.

retrorefiection, 0, = -20°. It shollld be noted that the overall scattered illtensity in the
case of p-polarized light is about twice what it is in the case of p-polarized light. Essentially
the same result has been found earlier in the scattering of p- and s-po!arized light from
a one-dimensional random surface on a semi-infinite dielectric medium [7,12]. It should
also be noted that the overall scattered intensity in the case of a free-standing dielectric
film is lower by an order of magnitude than it is when the same film is deposited on a
perfectly conducting substrate. This is due, of course, to the fact that only a small fractíon
of the ¡ight passing through the film and striking the back surface, is refiected back from
it, in contrast with the total refiectioll that occurs in the case of a perfectly conducting
substrate. Nevertheless, it is enough to induce enhanced backscattering in p-polarization
where it is absent in the scattering from the surface of a semi-illfinite dielectric medium.
\Ve believe that the mechanism respollsible for this effect is the olle depicted schematically
in Fig. 22a in connection with the scatterillg of ligilt from a rOllgh dielectric film on a
perfectly cond ucting su bstrate.

3. TWO-OIMENSIONAL RANIlOM SURFACES

The random surfaces we have studied up to now in this paper have all been one-dimension-
al. In this section we tum to an investigation of the enhanced backscattering of light from
two-dirncnsional random surfaccs on mctallic and ncarly transparcnt dielcctric su bstratcs.

The scattering of light from two-dimensional random surfaces in richer in the effect
to which it gives rise than is the scattering of light from one-dimensional surfaces. This
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is due in part to the faet that eross-polarized seaUering can oeeur from sueh surfaees
in addition to the eo-pola.rized seaUering familiar in the seattering from one-dimensional
random surfaees when the plane of ineidenee is normal to the generators of the laUer sur-
faces. Cross-polarized seattering refers to the faet that even \Vhen the plane of seaUeriug
coincides \Vith the plane of ineidenee, p-(s- )polarized light incident on a t\Vo-dimensional
random surfaee produces seattered light that contains a eomponent that is s-(p- )polarized.
The theoretieal and experimental study of eross-polarized seattering is of interest, beeause
perturbation-theoretie ealculations of the seaUering of light from a t\Vo-dimensional ran-
dom surfaee [3) sho\V that one has to ealculate the amplitude of the seattered ficld to
second arder in the surfaee profile funetiou befare in-plane, eross-polarized scaUering is
obtained. Consequently, it is not a single-scaUering phenomenon but a mulliple-scattering
effect. As a result, one expects that enhanced baekseauering calculated and ohserved in
in-plane cross-polarized scattering should display the factor of t\Vo enhaneement expeeted
from the coherent interference of eaeh multiply-refieeted light path \Vith its time-reversed
partner, \Vhen the contrihution from the single-seaUering proeesses is subtraeted, sinee
the JaUer is not subjeet to roherent hackscattering. This suhtraction is not possible in
co-polarized seaUering, hecause the single-scaUering contribution iu this case is not kno\Vn
independently, but it oecurs automatically in cross-polarized seaUering, because, the laUer
contains no singJe-seattering contribution.

In this seetion we salve the prohlem of the scaUering of light from t\Vo-dimensional
random surfaces hy a method that dilfers signifieantly from the one used in studying
the seattering of light from one-dimensional random surfaees in the earJier seetions of
his article. \Ve therefore conclude this introduetion to the present seetion with a hrier
description of this method, and in Sects. 3.1 and 3.2 present the results obtained by
its use for the scattering of light from t\Vo-dimensional random metallic and dieleetrie
surfaces, respeetiveJy.

The system \Ve study consists of vacuum in the regio n X3 > ((XII)' and a metal or
dicleetrie medium in the region X3 < ((XII)' \Vhere xn = XIX¡ + X2X2 \Vilh XI and X2

unit vectors along lhe XI- and x2-axes, respectivcly. \Ve assume lhat the surface profile
funelion ((XII) is a stationary, slochaslic, Gaussian proeess, defined hy the properlies

(C(XII)} = O,

(((XII)((X;I}) = 62 exp( -Ixn - X;¡I2Ja2},

(3. 1)

(3.2)

\Vhere as before the angle brackels den ole an average over the ensemble of realizations of
the surface profiJe ami 6 = (e(xll)}1/2 is the rms heighl of the surface.

A square segment of random surface of edge L in lhe xlx2-plane \Vilh lhe properlies
(3.1)-(3.2) is generaled hy an extension of the melhod described, C.y., in Appendix A
of Rer. [12]. lt is then replicaled periodically lo cover the enlire xlx2-plane. 1n this \Vay
a bigrating is crealed, albeil one \Vilh a very compliealed periodo The surfaee profile
function is now a periodic flillction of Xl and X2 with a pcriod L in cach direction, and
we expand it in a Fouricr series,

((XII) = L ((G}cic;'XII,

G

(3.:l)
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where G = (27r/L)(71"n2) (n"N2 = 0,:l:l,:l:2, ... ) is a vector of the two.dimensional
latlice reciprocal to the square of lattice constant L.

The electric field in the vacuum above the random surface (x, > (xu)m.,) is the sum
of an incident field and of a scatlered field,

where

£(i)(x; t) = {~[-koao(líoW) - x,lío]B11(l{ow) + (x, X ko)IJ~(l{ow)}

X exp[i(l{o - x,oo(líoW))' x - iwt]'

B('l(x; t) =¿{~[-k oo(h'w) - x,Jí]Au(l{w) + (x, X k)A~(li'w)}
J\

X exp[i(li' + X300(líw)). x - iwt].

(3.4)

(3.5a)

(3.5b)

In these expressions the subscripts 11 and .L denote the p-polarized (T~I) and s-polarized
(TE)-components of each of the fields, respectively. The two-dimensional wave vector
Ji'o = x,k, + X2k2 is the projection of the wave vector of the incident light on the plane
X3 = O, the vector K is given by J{ = J{o + G, and the function 00(líw) is defined by

(
2 ) '/2

ao(líw) = ~2 - lí2

( 2) '/2_' /-2 W-2 \ --
c2

2
/
,2 W\ <-

c2
(3.6a)

(3.6b)

If we write the relations between Ao(li'w) and B¡J(li'ow)(a,{3 = II,~)in the form

Ao(l{w) =¿Ro¡J(l{IJ{o)B¡J(l{ow),
¡J

(3.7)

then it can be shown that the mean differential reflection coemcient for the scattering of
Iight of {3-polarization, the projection of whose wave vector on the plane X3 = O is Ro,
into light of a-polarization, the projection of whose wave vector on the plane x, = O is
Ji', is given by

(3.8)
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X2

FIGURE 2.1. The scattering geometry for the scat.t.eringof light from a t.wo-dimensional random
surface.

where ¡{o = (w/c)(sinOocos1>o,sinOosin1>o,O)and ¡{ = (w/c)(sinO,cos1>."sinO,sin1>"O),
in lerms of lhe angles of i"cidence (00,1>0) and scattering (0,,1>,), respectivcly (Fig. 25).
Only lhe conlrihulion lo lhe mean differenlial reOeclion coefficienl from lhe incoherenl
componenl of lhe scattered lighl is presenl in lhe resull given hy F:<¡.(3.8).
A c?myulalionally much more lraclahle compulalional problem is obtaincd if we wrile

F,,¡3( J(lKo) in lhe form

where HIO)is lhe 2 x 2 diagonal malrix of Fresnel coefficienls for lhe scattering of p- and
s-polarized lighl from aplanar surface,

(3.10)

wilh o(l,w) = (e(w)(w2/c2) _/1.2)1/2 (He o (I,w) > O, lmo(l,w) > O), while C~O)(!I.w) =
ie(w)/[e(w)oo(kw) + a(J(w)J, C\O) = i/[oo(l,w) + o(l,w)] are lhe Green's funclions for
surfacc clcctromagnetic wavcs 011 aplanar vactlum-diclcctric interface. Tlle scattcring
malrix 'l',,¡3( ¡{I J7) is poslulaled lo salisfy lhe e<¡ualion

T,,¡3(1(I/() = 1',,13(1(1/(') +L ¡r,,~(I(IJ7')C~O)(!I.'w)T~¡3(1('IJ7o),

h'''Y

(3.11 )
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ci'e!:.e ~O first order in the surfaee profile funetion the effeetive seattering potential matrix
V (/íl/í') is given by (43)

\f(/{I!{') = ((I{ _ ¡(,)C~¡:)1

X (C(W)Ií 1\' - n(/íw)(k. k')n(/í'w)

-':::.(k X k'hn(/,"w)
e

The approximation represented by Eq. (3.12) is the small roughness approximation, and
its use restriets the validity of the results obtained to two-dimensional random surfaees
with small rms slopes. The eontribution to the mean differential refleetion coefficient from
the incoherent eomponent of the scattered light, Eq. (3.8), can now be rewritten as

(Don) = (.£)2 4':::.no(líw){no(/íw)IG~O)(Iíw)12
11" atJ 211'" e

¡n<oh

X [(ITo¡¡(/{IKoI2) -1(To¡¡(/{I!{o)WIIG~O)(/íoWW no(/"ow)}. (3.13)

\Ve now note that G~O)(Iíw) has a pole at tbe wave veetors kll for whieh the equation

wo(/íw) + n(/íw) = O

is satisfied. This is just the dispersion rdation for p-polarized surfaee eleetromagnetie
waves at the planar interface between vaeuum and a dielectrie mediulll whose dideetrie
constant is c. \Ve exploit the resulting resonant behavior of G~O)(/íw) for lí in the vieinity
of these wave vectors to make a pole approximation for G~O)(/íw):

G(O) (y ) "" C [1 1]
p \W - 1 lí -/í,p _ ¡eJ., - K + K,p+ ¡eJ., ' (3.14)

where eJ., is the rate of damping of the surfaee electromagnetie wave due to ohmie losses,
¡.c., to the imaginary part of the dideetrie constant. The explicit expressions for Cl,l\,p,
and eJ., depend on whether the dideetrie medium is a metal or a nearly transparent
medium, and will be given in Sees. 3.2 and 3.3, respeetively.

\Ve also note that G~O)(K w) has no sueh pole, beeause the dispersion relation for
s.poJanzed surfaee eleetromagnetie waves at the planar interface between vaeuum and
a dideetric medium no(Iíw) + o(/íw) = O, has not solution [72]. In what follows, there.
fore, we will negleet the nonresonant Green's funetion G~O)(l\'w), and will keep only the
resonant funetion G~O)(/íw). .
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Equation (3.11) is now solved by using the pole approximation and solving for the
T-matrix of the resonant channels by inverting the matrix equations

Tpp(I<,IKo) = Vpp(K,IKo) +L Vpp(K,IK;)G~O)(I,;w)Tpp(I<,IKo),
K:

Tp.(I<,IKo) = Vp.(I<, I[<o) +L Vpp(I<,IR;)G~O)(I,;w)Tp.(I<;lji'o).
K;

(3.15a)

(3.15b)

The sum over [(; is restricted to the resonant channels, which we consider to be auy R
within 26, of K.p• The other T-matrix elemeuts are then ohtaiued from Eq. p.ll) in the
1'01e a¡:>proximation,

(3.16)

Note that G~O)(I(w) does not enter any of these calculatious hecause it is never resonan!.
Equations (3.15)-(3.16) were solved for TOI3(I<I[<o) and the results used in calculating

(8R/8n.) a' from Eq. (3.13), for a large number of differeut surface profiles for each of
incola

several values of L. The use of different values of L was to obtaiu a more nearly continuous
distribution of values of the (iu fact discrete) scattering angles n. and <1>. than can be
obtained with a single value of L. 1I0wever, for a given [<o the valu~ of L was always
chosen in such a way that one of the [('s coincided with the backscatlering channe!,
-[(o. This was necessary because the angular width of the peak in the mean differential
reflection coeflicimt in the retroreflection direction is comparahle with or smaller than the
angular resolution of the present calculations, which is limited hy the values of L that we
were able to use. Consequently, to observe enhanced backscattering it was necessary to
ensure that the retroreflection direction was a.lways one of the allowed scatlering angles.

3.1 AJela/lic surJaces !17!
In studying the scattering of light from a two-dimensional, random metallic surface,
we assume that the region X3 < «XII) is filled by a metal that is characterized by an
isotropic, complex, frequency-dependeut, dielectric constant ,(w) = ,¡(w) + i<2(W). \Ve
a..~sume further that we are working in a frr<}l1cncy range in which (l(W) is nf'gative, i.f.
in the frequency range in which surface polaritons can exist, aud that the inequalities
h(w)I;:p I ;:p '2(W) > O are satisfied.
To obtain the pole approximation to G~O)(!\.w) in this case we start from the identity

C(O)([- ) ir(w) . ( ) ,(w)no(l(w) - n( J(w)\ w = -------- = l( W ---------
P ,(w)no(l(w) + n(I(w) ,2(w)nl(!(w) - n2(Kw)

i«w) ,(w)no(Kw) - n(I,w) [1 1]
= 1 - ,2(w) 2[(0(w) [( - [(o(w) - [( + fI'o(w) , (3.17)
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where

(

()

)

1/2W (W
lío(w) = -;: «(W) + 1

(3.18)

to lowest nonzero order in (2(W). Our notation emphasizes the faet that we are con cerned
with the frequeney range in whieh (I(W) < O.The values of 00(1I'w) and o(I,'w) evaluated
at lí = :1:[(o(w) are

.w 1 [i (2(W) ]
00 W = 1 1 + - ,() e (lcJ(w)l- 1)1/2 21(I(w)l- 1 (3.19a)

[
i 1(I(w)I-2 ]

1 - 21ct(w)I(1c1(w)l- 1) , (3.1!lb)

where the signs of the square roots of complex numbers have been ehosen in su eh a way
that oo(w) reduce to the correet expressions when (2(W) -> O. \Vhen these results are used
in evaluating the residue at the poles 1, = :I:[(o(w), we find that G~0\1I'w) takes the form
given by Eq. (3.14) with

t1, = i (2(W) lí, .
21ct(w)I(IcJ(w)l- 1) p

(3.20a)

(3.20b)

(3.20e)

In Fig. 26 we show typical results for the contribution to the mean differential reflee-
tion coeffieient from the incoherent component of the seattered light for in-plane eross-
polarized seattering of s-polarized (Fig. 26a) and p-polarized (Fig. 26b) light ineident
normal1y on a two-dimensional random s¡¡ver surface [17J. The assumption of normal
incidence in these calculations ensures that the retroreflection direction is always one of
the al10wed seattering directions. The wavelength ofthe incident light was.x = .157!lA, and
the dielectrie constant of si1ver at his wavelength is «(w) = -7.5+ iO.24. The roughness of
the surfaee was charaeterized by the values 6 = 50 Aand a = 1200 A. The results presented
were obtained from 500 realizatious for each of 45 values of L distrihuted between 9HO nm
and 9700 nm. The value of t1;-1 in this case is 27563 nm. They show a haekscattering
cnhanccrncnl that is as pronouIlccd for a lwo-dimcnsional random surface as it is for a
one-dimensional random profile. In faet, the height of the enhanced haekscattering peak
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FIGURE 26. Polar plols of tite contriLution lo thc mean diffcrcnt.ial rcnection cocfficicnt from
the incohcrcnl of the scattercd light roc the in-planc, cross-polarizcd scaUering of light incidcnt
Ilormally on a two-dirncnsional1 random silvcr surface. )¡ = 0.'1579 ¡un, f(w) = -7.5 + iO.24.
6 = 50 Á. a = 1200 Á. Thc intensity in lhe hackscattering chaulle! is shown by a hcavy dot
(Ref. [17]).

is very close lo lhe expeclecl faclor of two grealer than the heighl of the backgrouncl at ils
position. These results are in general agreement with those of the cliagrammatic theory
of McGufll ancl Maracluclin [:1].

3.2 Dielcclric surJaces [24J

Jt has been shown by numerical simulations rarriecl out in Hefs. [111 ancl [12]lhat enhancecl
backscattering can be observecl in the sratlering of p-polarizl'cI lighl from a sl'mi.infinite
clielectric meclium if the real part of the inclex of refraclion of ll,e meclium is positive
ancl sufficiently large. Sorne insight into why lhis shoulcl be so was proviclecl in recent
work by Antsygina el al. [73]. They poinlecl ont thal a planar interface betwel'n vacnum
and a nearly transparent cliell'clric meclium ran support a surfare polarilon provicll'cI the
real part of the dielectric constant is posilive ancl sufficiently large, ancl the imaginary
part Is not too small. The bincling of this wave to the surfare is due to the imaginary
part of the clielectric conslant, ancl the curve of w vs He /,; in this case lies to the left
of the light lille, i.c. in lhe radiative fegioll of lile Ll.,,', k-planc. Antsygina el aL. [7a] l1scd
this result as Lile uasis roc a pole approximation to.thc Grccn's functions that arisc in
lhe perturhation-theorelic approach lo l'nhanred backscatlering [1-3J, and by means of a
calculation similar lo lhat of Hef. 1, for srattering from a one-dillll'nsional randolll melaJ1ic
surface showed that a weakly rollgh dielerlric surfare can also display this dfl'clo
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'1'0 see how this e!feet comes about, we now assume that the regio n XJ < ((xn) is filled
by a diclectrie medium eharaeterized by an isotropie, frequeney-independent, complex,
dicleetrie eonstant ( = (1 + i(2, and assume that (1 and (2 satisfy the inequalities (1 ~
1 ~ (2 > O. '1'0 obtain the funetion el, f(,p and U, that enter the pole approximation

(3.1,1) for G~°l¡f(w) we first need to find the zeros of the equation (Qo(I\w) + o(l\w) = o,
i.c., the poles of G~°l¡f(w). '1'0 analyze this equation and its solutions it is eonvenient to
rnake the plaeement ¡'-2 = (w2fc2)(1 - z), after whieh this equation becomes

S(z) == (Z1/2 + (z - (1 - ())1/2 = O. (3.21 )

The problem of obtaiuiug E\ from a solution z of Eq. (3.21) is sirnplified by the faet that
we seek an cleetrornagnetie wave that propagates in the xl,direetion and is attenuated in
the direetion of propagation. Thus, if we assume w real and E\ eomplex, El' = f(n + i¡"¡,
theu both lI'n aud f(¡ must be positive. These requirernents tell us whieh sign of the
square root of I - z gives the physirally arreptable solution. The square roots in the
expression for S(z) given by Eq. (:\.21) gil'e rise to two braneh points iu the complex
z-plaue at z = O and z = 1 - (. \Ve take as brandl euts the line (00, O) for z = O,
and (-00 - ic2, 1- (1 - ic2) for (z - (1 - ())1/2. The Iliernann surfaee on whieh S(z) is
single-valued eonsists of four sheets, eaeh of whieh is defiued by a eornbinatiou of sheets of
ZI/2 and (z-(1_())1/2. Theseean bedenoted by SI = (+,+),S2 = (+,-), S_I = (-,-),
S-2 = (-,+), aeeording to (sgn llezl/2,sgn Ile(z - (1 _ ())1/2).

There are no physically areeptahle solutions of Eq. (:3.21) on the sheets SI and S_I,

beeause the real part of S(z) eannot vanish in this case. The only physieally aeeeptahle
solution is found on the sheet S-2 = (-, +). [n the case of interest here, viz. (1 ~ 1 ~
(2 > O, it is gil'en by

IV 1 . (2z- ---1---
-(1+1 (1+1)2'

from whieh it follows that

¡" = ':!- (_(1 ) 1/2 [1 + i_(2 _]
e (1 + 1 2( 1( (1 + 1) .

The corresponding expressions for no(w) and o(w) are

n(w) = ,:!- __ (_I_- [1 + i_(2_(_(I_+_2)_].
e (1 + 1)1/2 2(1(1 + 1)

(:\.22)

(3.23)

(:\.2.1a)

(3.24b)

[t is the faet that Irnno(w) and Imn(w) are positive, due to the positil'it.y ofhoth (1 aud
(2, that demonstratcs the binding of tIJe wave in cach 1IH'(lilllJl to the surfacc X3 :::: O.
The solution fouud on the sheet S2(+,-) has both Imno(w) aud Imn(w) uegative. aud
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FIGURE 27. The contribution lo the mean differenlial reflection cocfficient rrom thc incoherenl
component of the scattered light foc lhe in-planc,. cross-polarized scattcring of light incidenl nor-
maIly on a two-dilnensional, randorn dieiectric surface. A= 0.4579 A, ,(w) = 2.65+ iO.l, f, = 10 A,
a = 1000 A (Rer. [21)).

is therefore unacceptable. Thus, unlike surface polaritons, which are bound to the surface
X3 = O by the negativity of (1, the wave described by Eqs. (3.23)-(3.24) is bound because
of the ohmic losses in the diclectric medium, i.e. because (2 is nonzero and posili\'e. The
surface cleclromagnelic waves that exist at aplanar vacuum-dicleclric inlerface when the
conditions (1 > 1> <2 > Oare satisfied are sometimes referred to as Bre",,!er modes [74].

Wilh the preceding results in hand and Eq. (3.17) it is now straightforward to show
that the quantities Cl, lí,p, and 6., in the pole approximation for G~O)(I\w) are gi\'en by

. 3/2

C-~
1 - 2 l'

<1 -

. _ w ( (1 ) 1/2
I\$P - - -- ,

C (1 + 1

(:1.25a)

(:I.25b)

(3.25c)

In Fig. 27 wc present lhe cOlltribution lo the mean diffcrcntial feflcction cocfficicnt from
the ¡ncoherenl component orthe light scattercd rrom a two-dimcnsional, random, diclectric
surface. The light is incident normaIly on the surface, and only the results for in-plane
cross-polarized scattering are shown. The wa\'elength of the incid"nt ¡¡ght is A = .1:;79 A,
and the diel"ctric constant of the scattering medinm is (= 2.65 + iO.1. The ronghness of
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the surface was characterized by the values ó = 10 A and a = 1000 Á. The plots were
obtained by averaging the results of calculations for 18 values of L ranging from 13625 nm
to 13975 nm. (The value of 1':.;-1 in this case was 165,16 nm). 500 realizations of the surface
were used for ea eh value of L. As in the ca.,e of scattering from a metal surface discussed
in Seco 3.1, the assumption of normal incidence in these calculations ensured that the
retrorenection direction was always one of the allowed scattering directions. Well-defined
peaks in the retrorenection direclion are observed in the mean differential renection co-
efficient for the scattering of p.polarized light into s-polarized light, Fig. 27a, and for the
scattering of s-polarized light into p-polarized light, Fig. 27b. The angular widths of these
peaks, however, are dne to the finite angular resolution of these calculations, resulting
from our nse of values of L that are smaller than 1':.;-1, and are not the true widths of
these peaks, which are smaller. The height of the euhanced backscattering peak in each
case is very close to a factor of 2 larger than the height of the background at its position.

'1. DISCUSSION ANIJ CONCLUSIONS

Several conclusions can be drawn from the results presented in this article.
The existence of enhanced backscattering from moderately rough, renecling, random

surfaces that scatter light multiply appears not to depend in an essentia1 way on the nature
of the surface profile funclion. Provided that these surfaces scatter Iight multiply, enhanced
backscattering occurs for a variety of forms of the surface height correlation function; it
occurs for band-limited fractal surfaces, which are characterized by two transverse length
scales, a., well as for surfaces characterized by a sir,gle transverse length scale; it occurs for
surfaces whose surface profile funetion is not a Gaussianly distributed random variable;
and it occurs for surfaces that are charaeterized by a surface profile function that is not a
stationary stochastic process. These results strongly suggest that the dominant property
of a moderately rough, renecting surface that is responsible for enhanced backscattering
is its ability to scatter the incident light multiply. Other properties of such surfaces may
affect the details of the dependence of the mean differential renection coefficient on the
scattering angle, but not the"existence of enhanced backscattering itself.

The result that the angular width of the enhanced backscattering peak is inversely
proportional to the mean distanee between consecutive peaks and valleys on a one-
dimensional random surface, which was established for a single-scale surface defined
by a Gaussian surface height correlation function and was implied by the results for
a band-limited fractal surface, is significant for the following reason. As van Albada el
al. ['101have emphasized, enhanced backscattering has been known for a long time, and a
number of possible explanations for it, not involving interference, ha,'e been proposed and
discussed ['101. For example, enhanced backscattering may result from shadowing (only
in the exact backscattering direction does one not see scatterers that are located in the
shadow of other scatterers); it may be due to lens action (dew drops may focus sunlight
onto a plant leaf and refract much of the scattered light into the backward direction); or
it may be dllc lo rctrorcf1cction (a corn£'r clIbe cffect). Thus, lhe ooscrvation of cHhanccd
backscattering by itself does not establisb its origin in weak localization. '1'0 make that
connection one must prove that it results from interference. The inverse dependence of
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the angular width of the enhaneed baekseattering peak on the mean free path of the light
along the surfaee, whieh we have related to the mean distan ce between eonseeutive peaks
and valleys on the surfaee, seems to be a good eriterion for doing so.
In the case of a weakly rough, one.dimensional surfaee that supports surlaee electro.

magnetie waves the results of See. 2.2.1 show that when a magnetie field is applied parallel
to the generators of the surfaee and the fre'lueney of the incident light is in the range
in whieh both forward (k > O) and baekward (k < O) propagating surfaee polaritons
exist, the position of the enhaneed baekseattering peak is shifted in the direetion of
larger (in magnitude) seattering angles and the peak is washed out as the magnetie ficld
strength is inereased. These results are in 'lualitative agreement with the predietions of
the perturbation-theoretie ealculations of enhaneed baeksrattering in a magnetic field
presented in ¡¡ef. [16]. In addition, they show that when the fn''luency of the incident
light is in the range in whieh only forward propagating (k > O) surfaee polaritons exist
no enhaneed baekscattering is observed. The present calculations do not assume a special
role for the surfaee polaritons supported by the semiconduetor/vacuum inlerfaee in the
formation of the enhanred hackseattering peak, as the perturbation-theoretie ealculations
of ¡¡ef. [16] did, through their use of a pole approximation for the Creen's funetions
entering the seattering calculations. The roughness of the su rfaees studied in the present
work is weak enough that multiple seattering of light from them is improhable. Thus, the
agreement bctween the results of the present numeriral simulalions and the perturhation.
theoretie results of ¡¡ef. [16) is seen as support for the suggestion that the dominant
merhanism responsible for enhanred barkseattering from weakly rough surfaees is the
coherent interferenee of earh multiply-scattered surfare polarilon path with its time-
reversed partner. The shift in the position of the enhaneed barksrattering peak and the
destruetion of enhanred barkseattering with inereasing magnetie ficld strength are then
due to the nonreciprocity of these surface polaritons caused by the application of the
external magnetic field and the conse'luent 1055 of coherency between surface polariton
paths ami their time.reversed partners.
lt is also worth noting that the displacement of the position of the enhanced backscat.

tering peak from the retrorefiection direction, when the fre'luency of the incident light
is in the range where both forward and backward propagating, non reci procal surfaee
polaritons exist at the fre'luency, may help to make enhanred backscattering easier to
study experimentally, by removing the necessity of having the detector adjaeent to the
light source.
The results obtained in Sec. 2.2.2 for the enhanced backscattering of light from a

periodic metallic grating perturbed by random roughness, and presented in Figs. 18 and
19, show that enhaqced backscattering occurs when the fre'luency of the incident light
falls in a range in whieh surface polaritons exist, but is strongly suppressed when the
fre'luency of the incident light falls in a range in which surface polaritons cannot exis!.
Thcsc rcsults are additional strong cvidcncc for thc csscnth,1 role playcd by thcsc surface
c1cctromagnctic wavcs in the formation of cnhanccd hackscaUcring fraIn wcakly rough
random surfaces.
Taken together, the results of Secs. 2.2.1 ami 2.2.2 leave no doubt that the origin of

the enhanced backscat tering predicled [1,2,12) and observed [27] in the scattcring of light
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from very smooth, random meta! surfaces is the roughness-induced multiple scattering of
the surface polaritons excited by the incident light through the sueface roughness.

A moderately rough random sueface on a transparent dielectrié medium which does not
display enhanced baekscattering of p-polarized light when the medium is semi-infinite,
does so when the same surface bounds a thin film of the dieleclrie material deposited on
the planar surfaee of a highly reneeting material. The observed enhaneed baekseattering
from this strueture is believed to be due to the eoherent int<'Cferenee of a light path
that passes through the random surface twice, due to its reneetion from the substrate,
with its time-reversed partner. In effeet, the presenee of the renecling substrate ensures
the double-seattering of the incident light from the random suefaee that is primarily
responsible for enhaneed backseattering.

This double passage of alight path through the random surfaee still oceurs if the highly
renecling substrate is removed, leaving a free-standing dieleetrie film whose illuminated
faee is a random surface while its baek face is planar. In this case it is the mueh weaker
renedion of the light from the planar bacHace of the film that ael'Omplishes this. Yet
this weaker reneetion is enough to induce enhanced baekseattering from a random sueface
that does not display the effeet when it bounds a semi-infinite diel"ctrie medium.

In our analytic-eum-numerical studies of enhanced backscattPring of light from small
rms slope, two-dimensional, random metallie and dieleetrie suefaees we have shown that
the meehanism involved in each case is the scattering of the surface e\ectromagnetic waves
on the corresponding surface by the roughness of that surface. Beeause eross-polarized
scattering in the plane of incidence can only occur by multiple scattering, the peaks
observed in Figs. 26 and 27 are lIIultiple-seattering phenomena. Beeause there is no con-
tribntion lo tite JnC'an differential r('ftcetion cocfficicnt frolll single-scattcring proccsscs in
this case, we expeet that the height of the enhanced baekseattering peak should be twiee
the height of the background at its position, for the reason given in the Introduction to
this article. This is indeed what is observed in the results present"d in Figs. 26 and 27.

Experimental results for the in-plane eross-polarized scatt"ring of light from random,
two-dimensional random surfaee of a dieJeetric, MgO have been oblained by Kim el "l. [29].
They observed enhanred backscattering and were able lo show thal it is a multiple-
seattering effeeL The ratio of the heighl of the enhaneed backseattering peak relative
to the height of the baekground at its position is close to lhe factor of two observed in
tbe results depieted in Fig. 27. However, the surfaees they studi('d were very rough. It is
thcrcfore lIol c1car whethcr surface elcctromagnctic waves ('xist OH thcsf' surfaces and, ir
so, how lIIueh they contri bu le to the enhanced baekseatteriug of IighL
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